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The Hon. Mark Speakman SC MP

Acknowledgement of Traditional Owners

The Hon. Mark Speakman SC MP
Minister for Environment and Heritage
52 Martin Place
SYDNEY NSW 2000

We acknowledge the traditional custodians of Trust
lands — the Cadigal, Darug and D’harawal — and
recognise the strength, resilience and capacity
of the Aboriginal people of these lands.

16 October 2015
Dear Minister,
On behalf of the Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain
Trust, I have great pleasure in presenting the 2014–15
Annual Report of the Royal Botanic Gardens and
Domain Trust for presentation to Parliament.
This report covers in full the Trust’s activities and
Statement of Accounts in accordance with the Royal
Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust Act 1980, the
Annual Reports (Statutory Bodies) Act 1984 and the
Annual Reports (Statutory Bodies) Regulation 2010.
Yours sincerely

Ken Boundy
Chairman

Kim Ellis
Executive Director

Royal Botanic Gardens
and Domain Trust

Botanic Gardens &
Centennial Parklands

The Royal Botanic Garden
Sydney is a ‘top ten’ tourist
destination in Australia
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About

Royal Botanic
Gardens and
Domain Trust

The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney is
Australia’s oldest scientific institution.
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Our lands

3.6M

visitors to Royal
Botanic Garden
Sydney last year

15%

of all international
tourists coming
to Australia visit
the Garden

3 of the most

significant and
diverse botanic
gardens in
Australia

The Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust is responsible for three
iconic botanic gardens and one of Australia’s most significant public parks.
More than eight million visitors came to our sites last year alone.

Royal Botanic Garden Sydney
The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney
is the oldest botanic garden and
scientific institution in Australia. It is
home to an outstanding collection of
plants from around the world, with
a focus on Australia and the South
Pacific. The 30 hectares of Botanic
Garden is also home to the National
Herbarium of New South Wales,
a major centre for Australian plant
research. The Herbarium contains
more than 1.2 million plant specimens,
including scientific and historically
significant collections and samples
gathered by Banks and Solander
during the voyage of the Endeavour
in 1770. The collection provides
important reference material for
studies of plants, their relationships
and classification. Research includes
field studies, DNA sequencing and
plant pathology. Within the Herbarium
is the Library of the Royal Botanic
Gardens and Domain Trust. It is the
premier botanical and horticultural
library in Australia, with a world-class
collection of botanic, taxonomic
and horticultural literature.

Australian Botanic Garden
Mount Annan
The Australian Botanic Garden Mount
Annan showcases the enormous
diversity of Australian flora. Covering
more than 400 hectares between
Camden and Campbelltown in
Sydney’s south-west, it is Australia’s
largest botanic garden. Its horticultural
displays contrast with natural areas of
remnant Cumberland Plain Woodland,
an endangered ecological community
of the region. With its large size and
undulating terrain, the Garden is a
popular recreational destination for
the local community. The Trust’s
horticultural research facilities are
based at the Australian Botanic
Garden Mount Annan, including the
New South Wales Seedbank — a

key component of the Trust’s new
research and conservation facility, the
award-winning Australian PlantBank.

Blue Mountains Botanic Garden
Mount Tomah
The Blue Mountains Botanic Garden
Mount Tomah is situated on a basaltcapped peak, 1,000 metres above
sea level in the World Heritage-listed
Greater Blue Mountains. It features
28 hectares of manicured gardens
showcasing cool-climate plants from
around the world and is home to the
Botanists Way Discovery Centre. The
botanical collection sits adjacent to 10
hectares of pristine, warm temperate
rainforest within a 33-hectare heritage
property known as ‘The Jungle’.
Separated by Bells Line of Road, the
Garden also manages a conservation
area of 189 hectares of wet and dry
sclerophyll forest including heath,
rainforest and some closed forest.

The Domain
This 34 hectares of urban parkland
wraps around the Royal Botanic
Garden - Sydney. It is endowed with
significant natural and cultural heritage
values, and play a central role in
Sydney’s festivals and cultural events,
as well as the recreational and sporting
pursuits of city workers and residents.

Royal Botanic Gardens and
Domain Trust
The Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain
Trust is a statutory body established
under the Royal Botanic Gardens and
Domain Trust Act 1980. It is responsible
for the management and stewardship of
the Royal Botanic Garden, the Domain,
the Australian Botanic Garden Mount
Annan and the Blue Mountains Botanic
Garden Mount Tomah.
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Botanic Gardens & Centennial Parklands
Strategic Plan 2015-2020
In January 2014 the NSW Government announced that the operational staff from the
Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust would integrate with operational staff of the
Centennial Park and Moore Park Trust. The operating name for the new administrative
entity was subsequently confirmed as Botanic Gardens & Centennial Parklands.
Full implementation of the organisational integration began in February 2014,
and will continue through to late 2015.

With the integration between the operational staff of the Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust and the
Centennial Park and Moore Park Trust, a new five-year strategic plan for the new entity was created in 2014-15.
This plan complements the Trust’s legislative and scientific obligations, and guides the strategic management
of our gardens and parks. The plan was developed in consultation with staff and external stakeholders.
The following is an overview of the Strategic Plan:

Our Strategic Goal
Deliver sustainable and world-leading botanic gardens and parklands.

Our vision
We aspire to be:
• World-class curators and managers of internationally valued botanic gardens, parklands and collections
• Universally recognised as making a significant contribution to the quality, understanding and enjoyment of life
• Advocates and custodians for our unique heritage and sites, and their national and international significance
• Outstanding leaders in providing exceptional science, horticultural, educational, cultural and recreational offerings
• One of the top 5 botanic gardens and parklands in the world

Core values
• Relevance: Deliver extraordinary quality and value for the
community, our customers and stakeholders

Our Strategic Priorities
1. Grow and diversify our funding sources

• Respect: We value, support and develop our people

2. Build a leadership, stakeholder and
customer focused organisation

• Energetic: Innovative and adventurous

3. Build a world-class education capability

• Leadership: Inspiring as individuals and as an organisation

4. Ensure our science-based research, conservation,
horticultural capacity, activities and collaborations
are locally and globally relevant

• Sustainability: Securing our environmental, social and
financial future
• Resilient: Adaptable and keeping focused on our
core outcomes
• Collaborative: With those around us, within our teams and
with our partners, stakeholders and the community
• Integrity: Ethical, responsible, transparent and accountable

5. Focus our operations on efficient and
effective asset management
6. Maximise participation in all sporting, leisure
activities and reflective recreation
7. Ensure our strategies and plans are current,
relevant, forward-looking and our stakeholders
and communities fully consulted
8. Deliver an outstanding visitor experience

6
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‘LIVING’ Strategic Plan
For the first half of the 2014-15 financial year we reported against our ‘LIVING’
Strategic Plan:

LOCAL:

Your Gardens partner and engage with local communities and
organisations

INTERNATIONAL:

Sharing our knowledge and experience across the globe to enhance
the conservation of the world’s flora

VISIBILITY:

An authority on plant conservation, science, horticulture and 		
education, delivering inspirational experiences and advocating green
fundraising

IMAGINATION:

It’s time to start LIVING the life you’ve imagined… [Henry James]

NURTURE:

Nurturing our people, collections and other assets to develop and
conserve the gardens for future generations

GROWTH:

We will cultivate opportunities for enterprise, and engage our
supporters to champion our mission for the long term.

The performance reporting table on pp.12-13 reports
against the objectives outlined in the LIVING Strategic Plan.
During the year, as a result of the operational integration with
Centennial Parklands’ staff, a new Botanic Gardens &
Centennial Parklands Strategic Plan 2015-2020 was
developed (see p.7). Future annual reports will report against
the new Strategic Plan.

Global Strategy for Plant Conservation
We are committed to contributing to the objectives and
targets set in the Global Strategy for Plant Conservation,
which provides a framework for actions at global, regional,
national and local levels to conserve plants and vegetation
communities.

The Strategy has five key objectives:
• Plant diversity is well understood, documented and
recognised
• Plant diversity is urgently and effectively conserved
• Plant diversity is used in a sustainable and equitable
manner
• Education and awareness about plant diversity, its role in
sustainable livelihoods and importance to all life on earth
is promoted
• The capacities and public engagement necessary to
implement the strategy have been developed.

Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust Annual Report 2014-15
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Chairman’s report
At the Australian PlantBank at Australian
Botanic Garden Mount Annan, for
example, we have this year achieved an
incredible milestone in seed
conservation. We have now catalogued
and stored 50 per cent of all threatened
plant species in NSW. All this has been
achieved in just two years, and around
12 months ahead of schedule.

The staff and Trustees at
the Royal Botanic Gardens
and Domain Trust recognise
the dual challenges of
delivering on our core
business and responding
to the opportunities
presented by increasing
community awareness and
expectations from our three
botanic gardens.
The role of botanic gardens around
the world is constantly evolving and
we need to integrate the vital roles of
horticulture and science with the
increasing commercial and tourism
requirements to ensure sustainability
and improved client and visitor
experiences.
The new Executive team has made
great progress in improving the
product and the experience at our
three gardens, with much more to
do. At the same time we are breaking
new ground in our industry leading
research which has taken us into
areas such as plant and seed
conservation, food security,
resistance to plant disease, and the
challenge of sustaining life during
times of changing climate.

8
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Our science and research programs
don’t simply benefit the botanic gardens
in Sydney, we’re keen to share our
knowledge with the world. To this end,
we now have 7,500 of our herbarium
specimens digitised at high resolution
and publicly accessible as part of the
Global Plants Initiative. We truly are part
of a worldwide movement to better
understand and conserve plant life upon
which all life on earth relies.
However, the botanic gardens we
manage are not complete without
people. It is the connection between
people and plants, and between people
and place, that drives much of our work.
This year was a year of consolidating
and growing those connections, with
four key focus areas:
• Education: educating the next
generation on the importance of
plant conservation is a matter of
pride for our organisation, with
more than 65,000 participants
passing through our formal and
community programs this year.
• Events: engagement with the
community has also come through
public events such as the awardwinning Tomato Festival. Seeing
more than 10,000 people coming
through on a weekend in February
to touch, taste and tell stories about
the tomato was a fascinating sight.
• Volunteerism: volunteers are
increasingly important for the
Gardens. To provide a service that
generates genuine involvement,
goodwill and activity for so many
within our community is an
outstanding achievement.

• Outreach: our community greening
and youth community greening
programs are two incredible
stories that we have to tell.
Engaging thousands of
disadvantaged or marginalised
people right across NSW with
gardening as the vehicle has been
a project we have been especially
proud of.
Next year we will be celebrating the
200th anniversary of .the Royal Botanic
Garden, Sydney – a significant
milestone for Australia’s oldest scientific
institution and first botanic garden.
We will have a program of celebration
to share with the community, and I
would sincerely encourage you to
make the effort to come and see,
experience, learn and party with us as
we not only acknowledge the past, but
look forward to the next 200 years and
what that entails.
The Trust is pleased with the integration
with the Centennial Parklands team
and the overall transformation program
being led by Kim Ellis and his capable
Executive team.
The Trustees and I would like to
acknowledge the strong commitment
and support of the Hon Mark
Speakman SC MP, Minister for
Environment and Heritage who has
quickly appreciated the importance of
supporting the Gardens in his new
role. Thanks also to Terry Bailey, Chief
Executive Officer of the Office of
Environment and Heritage, for his
support and guidance.
I look forward to seeing you in the
Gardens this year, and hope you join
with us in celebrating a significant
milestone in our history.

Ken Boundy
Chair
Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust

Executive Director’s Report

Executive Director’s Report
glasshouse (the first new glasshouse
in Sydney in 28 years), upgrading or
installing new garden furniture and
visitor amenities, improving access and
accessibility across all of our sites.
We have also been making significant
changes in the thematic planning and
delivery of our gardens. This means
achieving the important balance of
preserving and enhancing our valuable
collections, while at the same time
making the gardens accessible,
structured and easily interpreted.

I have the world’s best job.
As the Executive Director of one
of the world’s great green space
networks, I am consistently
impressed by the ongoing work
and achievement of our staff and
volunteers. The more I see and
speak to other leaders in our
industry around the world, the
more it becomes obvious that we
are truly a world-class managers
of gardens and parklands.
This year however has been a
year of change. This change that
has brought a new focus and
energy into the Gardens and has
delivered a new range of skills and
capabilities to support our core
values of horticulture and science.
With a new management team on
board, we are focused on fixing
the basics – finance, governance,
training, equipment, facilities and
infrastructure. Delivering on this
means that we can continue to
deliver outstanding horticulture
and world-class science in an ever
more challenging environment.
This change and progress is not
simply back-of-house processes
– we are making improvements
to the places and spaces we
all love. We are building a new

Our new approach is underpinned by
the principle of bringing people and
plants together. Through education,
interpretation and new opportunities,
we are aiming to make our gardens as
relevant and engaging as they can be.
One key project to achieve this is The
Calyx. We began work this year on
constructing this new horticultural
display centre - the first of its kind
in Australia. The Calyx will provide
a fantastic opportunity for us to
showcase our horticulture, engage
and educate the public and connect
our horticulture to our plant sciences.
We also began the planning
and fundraising for a project to
significantly change our Pathology
Lab – bringing science into public
view and interpreting the vital
research and investigation work
we undertake all year round.

Our work in the Gardens has been
complemented by improvements
in the way we communicate and
engage – a website redevelopment
project is under development and
a digital engagement strategy
developed to guide our use of new
and emerging technologies.
All of this work leads in to an exciting
next 12 months for us as we celebrate
the 200th Birthday of the Royal
Botanic Garden Sydney in 2016.
As always, we cannot deliver these
outstanding improvements without
the tireless work of our volunteers
and supporters, and the generosity
of our donors and sponsors. Your
contributions help to make these the
world-class public assets they are.
I look forward to seeing you
in the Gardens soon.

Kim Ellis
Executive Director
Botanic Gardens & Centennial Parklands

Our successes this year also led
to increased funding to deliver
improvements to our two gardens in
western Sydney. We have begun a
major upgrade of the water reticulation
system at The Australian Botanic
Garden Mount Annan, and significant
improvements to the Blue Mountains
Botanic Garden Mount Tomah with nearly $3 million committed by
the NSW Government to improve
amenities, car parking and the
entrance from the main highway.
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Key outcomes

Key result areas

Highlight’s Table 2014-15
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LOCAL

INTERNATIONAL

VISIBILTY

Partner and engage
with local communities
and organisations.

Share our knowledge
and experience across
the globe to enhance
the conservation for the
world’s flora.

Be a respected voice
on plant conservation,
science, horticulture and
education delivering
inspirational experiences
and advocating green
fundraising.

• As the pre-eminent botanic garden
organisation in the region we share
our expertise and experiences
with key organisations nationally.
• We develop partnerships and
alliances with other organisations to
expand our influence, community
footprint and participation, and
income-generating streams.

• International collaboration with
leading organisations to support the
exploration and conservation of the
world’s plant and fungal diversity.
• We will develop capacity in
research, training and education to
support conservation practitioners
in the Asia-Pacific region.

• Transformative botanical experiences
reflecting the fundamental role of plants.
• We extol LIVING in our operations
and relationships with the public
and other organisations.
• Improve awareness and regard for the
scientific, conservation, horticultural
and education activities of the Trust.
• Databased 9,860 specimens
and mounted 7,768 acquisitions
for the Herbarium.

• With Housing NSW increased the
Community Greening program
significantly – over 5,000 participants
• With funding from Eden Gardens,
delivered further increases in Youth
Community Greening program
– over 11,000 participants.
• Completion of design and the start of
construction of The Calyx at the Royal
Botanic Gardens (a $19m project
funded from NSW Government
and other 3rd party sources)
• Worked with the Art Gallery NSW
on its Sydney Modern project
• Hosted the launch of the new
Lysicrates Prize – the rough
equivalent of the Archibald
Prize in the theatre world.

• 50% of all NSW threatened species
now represented in seed vault
at the Australian PlantBank
• 7,500 types (herbarium specimens
on which species descriptions are
based) digitised at high resolution
and publicly accessible as part
of the Global Plants Initiative
• $35k upgrade completed of
the Blue Mountains Botanic
Garden Visitors Centre, including
interpretation displays and access
in the building and amenities.
• Released ‘Rainforest Seeds
Project’ research demonstrating
possibilities to increase rainforest
coverage and restoration of former
rainforest sites across Australia.

• New Science Strategy
completed and approved
• New Science Advisory Committee created
• Save a Species – more than 30 staff
from Botanic Gardens & Centennial
Parklands walked 123 km in the Blue
Mountains to raise over $30,000 to
save five endangered plant species.
• Completion of design and the
start of Calyx Glass House at the
Royal Botanic Gardens ($1.7M)
• Use of significant garden improvements
across RBG Sydney, as part of
interpretation and recognition of
the Anzac Centenary (launch of
ANZAC Beds at RBG Sydney)
• Community & Education Programs
engaged 32,069 people in educational
activities during the year.
• New signage and interpretation installed
at Royal Botanic Garden Sydney

www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au
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IMAGINATION

NURTURE

GROWTH

It’s time to start LIVING
the life you’ve imagined…
(Henry James)

We will nurture our
people, collections and
other assets to develop
and conserve the Gardens
for future generations.

We will cultivate
opportunities for
enterprise and engage our
supporters to champion our
mission for the long-term.

• We will challenge the way we do things,
exploring opportunities for the creative use
of all our assets, landscapes and facilities.
• We will excite and inform through
education programs that are both
innovative and imaginative.
• Adopt a trans-disciplinary approach
that provides holistic solutions
to plant conservation outcomes
nationally and internationally.
• Employing new technologies and
marketing trends to ensure we stand
out as an innovative and creative
organisation worthy of support.

• Our staff and volunteer development
is acknowledged industry-wide. We
provide opportunity, encouragement
and support to our people and lead
the way in our specialised fields.
• Our collections are developed and
managed to world-class standards
to ensure relevance and access.
• Renewal and redevelopment of our
assets enhances visitor experience,
access and safety, and ensures
our collections, research and
education programs are provided
with state-of-the-art facilities.

• We will cultivate business development,
client relationships and commercial
opportunities to attract visitors,
leverage intellectual property and
maximise income generation.
• We will embed fundraising into the
mission, vision and culture of our
organisation to secure long-term,
recurrent financial support.

• Established a new digital marketing
team in-house, and developed a
new digital engagement strategy.
• Commenced major website
redevelopment across the three botanic
gardens - anticipated launch in late 2015.
• Won an industry award for Australian
PlantBank interpretation program
and an educational smartphone
app for PlantBank visitors.
• Developed partnership with
Disney and delivered the highly
successful Disney Fairies Trail App,
attracting 15,000 downloads.
• Grew social media databases across
our social channels by 36% yearon-year, launching new accounts
for Australian Botanic Garden and
Blue Mountains Botanic Garden.

• $8.6M Farm Cove Sea Wall Restoration
Project completed – three year
restoration program funded through
Major Capital to restore two sections
of Sea Wall in Farm Cove with a total
length of 140m including surrounding
path works was completed.
• Completed a $58K Pioneer
Fountain upgrade.
• $55K deck handrail replacement
project at the Blue Mountains Botanic
Garden visitor centre, replacing
non-compliant wire balustrading
with glass panel handrails.
• Completion of design and the
start of Mount Annan Water
Reticulation Upgrade ($3.6M)

• $1.38M in new science grants
employing 10 early career
scientists and 8 support staff
• Completed the Strategic Planning
Framework 2015-2025 for the Blue
Mountains Botanic Garden
• Completion of design and the start
of Mount Tomah Car Park and Visitor
Amenities Upgrade ($2.1M)
• Delivery of the Botanic Gardens &
Centennial Parklands Corporate
Strategy 2015-2020
• $103K Visitor Amenities Enhancement
Project - two picnic shelters and an
additional two toilet blocks to cater to
more customers and improving
visitor experience.
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Financial summary
Where funds come from
Capital grant: 13%

Business activities: 29%
Recurrent grant: 41%

Other contributions: 16%

Where funds are spent
Employment related expenses: 50%

Asset acquisition: 12%
Maintenance: 8%

Other operating expenses: 30%

Our key financial overview
In the 2014-15 financial year the Royal Botanic Gardens & Domain Trust was able to generate increased revenues but is still
reliant on recurrent government funding to support its operating expenses.
Any surpluses generated are directed towards the Trust’s capital program particularly to address deferred maintenance works.

2014-15

2013-14

2012-13

2011-12

Trust generated revenue

$21.7M

$21.1M

$20.1M

$20.5M

Trust operating expenses

$42.4M

$39.5M

$40.0M

$38.9M

Government recurrent
funding contribution

$20.3M

$20.5M

$20.9M

$21.0M

52%

48%

48%

46%

% Trust self-funding
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Science and conservation

Performance

Documenting biodiversity

15

Research Grants

18

50% of NSW threatened
species are now represented
at Australian PlantBank.

14
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Documenting Biodiversity

$1.38M
in new science
grants attracted

7,500
herbarium
specimens
digitised and
made publicly
accessible

Our Save a Species
walk raised

$38k
for plant
conservation

New species are discovered and
formally described every year by
our scientists who investigate
the relationships of various plant,
algal and fungal groups. Species
are discovered through careful
examination of herbarium collections
as well as through field research.
Dr Yola Metti travelled to Adelaide,
Tasmania and Norfolk Island to
collect material of the red algal
group, Laurencia complex, she is
conducting research on. She was able
to collect many species, including
a number of poorly collected and
undescribed species. DNA extracted
from the material was used for her
study on the phylogeny of the group.
Other research field trips included
expeditions to tropical Australia by Dr
Richard Jobson and Wayne Cherry to
collect specimens of Utricularia and
Themeda and other taxa for various
research projects, and Dr Nathalie
Nagalingum and James Clugston to
collect endangered species of Cycas.
Field collections provide essential
material for research and add
significantly to our knowledge of
Australia’s biodiversity through physical
collections added to the National
Herbarium of NSW and the data
associated with them being made
available to the public. An example
of the many new species described
each year by staff is a rare species
of native mint endemic to northern
New South Wales, Prostanthera
elisabethae, which was described by
Dr Barry Conn and Dr Trevor Wilson.
New records also include new
weeds for New South Wales and
Australia. A notable discovery made
in northern New South Wales was
Strelitize nicolai (Giant White Bird
of Paradise, Strelitziaceae) – a
commonly cultivated species.
The population contained plants
that were eight metres tall and were
actively producing viable seeds that
were germinating. Not only was
this a new species record for the
state but a new genus and family
record. A scientific paper is being

drafted by the Botanical Information
Team to document this discovery.

Persoonia perplexities
Persoonia species – the Geebungs of
Eastern Australia and Snottygobbles
of Western Australia – are known
to be very difficult to propagate
from seeds and many are difficult
to strike as cuttings. This poses
difficulties for the restoration and
horticulture industries and so we are
investigating the seed biology of this
group to develop better germination
techniques. We are also looking
at alternative ways of propagating
including through tissue culture
and long-term storage of material
in cryostorage in liquid nitrogen,
particularly for the most threatened
species. In mid-2015 we conducted
an experimental translocation of the
highly endangered North Rothbury
Persoonia (P. pauciflora) working with
the Office of Environment and Heritage
Newcastle and a local landowner.
This trial will inform about the relative
success of seedling and vegetatively
propagated plants to re-establish
at different sites in the area local to
where the species occurs in the wild.

The Australian Rainforest
Conservation Project
Rainforests cover less than 1% of the
land mass of Australia yet they contain
more than 50% of our plant diversity.
We’ve lost a substantial amount of
rainforest diversity over the years due
to land clearing and we risk losing
the species that remain as a result
of disturbance-related issues such
as increased risk of fire and weed
invasion, and increased risk of disease.
Off-site conservation of rainforest
plants is needed as insurance against
further loss of diversity and potential
extinction of individual species.
Our work to conserve rainforest
diversity through the Australian
Rainforest Conservation Project
continued this year, with a combination
of seed collection and research into
seed biology and tissue culture. Seeds
for over 320 species have now been
collected and work to determine which

Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust Annual Report 2014-15
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species are suitable for seedbanking is on-going. An
interesting outcome this year was the finding that around
36% of species for which testing has been completed
have seeds that die when dried and so are unsuitable
for seedbanking. Seedlings of these species are held in
potted collections in the nursery for further research.
One option for conserving species not suitable for
seedbanking is the cryopreservation of shoot tips or
buds. An essential first step of this process is to initiate
the species into tissue culture and find the optimum
conditions for the production of shoots and roots.
Material from the young plants described above has
now been used to initiate over 50 species into tissue
culture. Seven of these – including the endangered
Elaeocarpus reticulatus, two Cryptocarya species and
Hicksbeachia pinnatifolia – have been successfully
multiplied, rooted and transferred back into pots. Work on
cryopreservation of these species can now commence.
Some rainforest seeds that can tolerate the drying
required for seedbanking may be relatively shortlived in storage at -20°C. Where sufficient seed has
been available, artificial ageing experiments designed
to test this have been run. Of the ten species tested
to date, eight were found to be quite short-lived in
comparison to species such as Acacia or Eucalyptus.
These species have been found to be tolerant of
cryopreservation, however, and so will now be held at
-192°C as well as -20°C to prolong their storage life.

Building resilient landscapes following African
olive invasion
This project has successfully established a 1,500
square metre native grass seed production area as
part of the Australian PlantBank landscape. The dense
attractive stands of native grass are now a point of visual
interest to visitors, which produced an impressive 118
kilograms of seed material, and an estimated 13 million
viable grass seeds during the first summer season.
Harvested grass seed was then used to high density
direct sow 5km x 2m wide strips throughout 5 hectares
of cleared African olive sites at the Australian Botanic
Garden Mount Annan in autumn 2015. Favourable
conditions have resulted in excellent field germination,
and these native grass strips will provide a future
grass seed source, improve ecological resilience and
accelerate the regeneration of these degraded areas.

16
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Discovering new pathogens in our natural
ecosystems.
Conservation studies and biodiversity surveys often result
in discoveries of new species including fungi, some of
which are pathogenic to plants in both cultivation and in
natural ecosystems. The Plant Pathology and Mycology
research team recently described six new fungal species,
one of which is associated with dieback of Xanthorrhoea
at Bungonia State Conservation Area near Goulburn.
This new species, Fusarium goolgardi, has been shown
to produce a type of mycotoxin, more commonly
associated with cereal grains and known to be harmful
to both plants and animals. Our team has unravelled
the genetic code conditioning the production of this
mycotoxin and further studies are underway to elucidate
the direct effect of this mycotoxin on dieback symptoms.
Another recently published study by our team
demonstrates how a newly detected species,
Phytophthora multivora, is highly aggressive on another
iconic plant, the Wollemi Pine. This species of soil
borne water mould was detected during a routine
soil survey for P. cinnamomi as part of a disease
management program at the Wollemi Pine site. This
new information on the pathogenicity of P. multivora
has direct implications on disease management
and conservation of this endangered species.
Are there many more cryptic pathogens lurking in our
environment? Our research team have been directly
screening for genes that condition pathogenicity, similar
to the mycotoxin genes, in hundreds of fungal strains
obtained from nature reserves distant from cultivated
crops throughout the Australian continent. A recent
unexpected finding revealed that many of these natural
strains, generally believed to be non-pathogens,
contain pathogenicity genes that can potentially lead
to vascular wilt diseases in production systems. We
continue to investigate how these genes evolve and
move between our production and natural ecosystems.

Science and Conservation Performance

NSW Seedbank Statistics
Date data current as at:
Calculation of number NSW seedbearing species occurring
(ie. “cycads, conifers, monocots, dicots” excl ferns)
NSW Threatened species listed

30 June 2015
5,810
612

In Seedbank:
Total collections
Total species
NSW native collections
NSW native species
Threatened NSW collections
Threatened NSW species
% NSW seedbearing species
% Threatened NSW species

10,427
5,308
5,413
2,613
645
304
44%
50%

Research program - Cockatoo Wingtags

the Garden and across the Sydney region within a 30
km radius (e.g. Glenhaven, Dee Why to Engadine).

Research into the behaviour, movements and population
size of the Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua
galerita) is being conducted in conjunction with the
University of Sydney and the Australian Museum.
Study birds have been wing-tagged to allow individual
identification and members of the community have
been encouraged to report their sightings of tagged
birds. To date 100 cockatoos have been tagged in
the Royal Botanic Garden Sydney and more than
14,000 re-sightings have been reported from within

This large number of re-sightings has been aided by
the ‘wing tags’ app which facilitates easy reporting.
GPS tracking has confirmed the observed urban
foraging bias, indicating that the small sample of tracked
Cockatoos are not moving to large bushland reserves
(e.g. national parks). This is a long-term project and we
continue to encourage reports from the community,
predominantly through the projects Facebook page.

Key Performance Indicators
2014-15

2013-14

2012-13

2011-12

2010-11

137

109

149

162

122

Species described or reassessed

67

65

60

20

47

Grant-funded research projects

26

21

27

16

21

648

590

522

502

446

Acquisitions to the Herbarium

6,512

7,768

7,708

1,887

4,230

Herbarium specimens databased

7,462

9,860

8,326

7,987

7,964

Peer reviewed scientific publications,
general articles and presentations

Accessions of NSW threatened
species in the Seedbank
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Research Grants 2014-15
Grants awarded to staff throughout the financial year:

Arcadia

Australian Seed Bank Partnership/RBG Kew –
Millennium Seed Bank

Dr Cathy Offord, Dr Peter Cuneo. Rainforest
Seed Conservation Project. $132,523 (third
year of a five-year US$600,000 grant).

Dr Peter Cuneo. 1000 species project,
threatened species seed collecting program.
$12,764 (third year of ongoing project)

Australian Biological Resources Study (ABRS)

Hermon Slade Foundation

Dr Richard Jobson. Diversification and species limits
within the Australian Uticularia L. (Lentibulariaceae).
$10,000 (third year of three-year $30,000 grant).

Dr Marco Duretto and Dr Michael Bayly
(University of Melbourne). A molecular and
morphological phylogeny of the Phebalium Group
(Rutaceae): resolving the status and relationships
of taxa of high conservation value. $27,000
(second year of a three-year $81,000 grant).

Dr Richard Jobson. Phylogeny, phylogeography
and species limits within the genus Themeda Forssk
(Poaceae). Australian Biological Resources Study.
$10,000 (second year of a three-year $30,000 grant).
Dr Alan Millar and Dr Yola Metti. The morphological
and molecular phylogeny of the Laurencia complex
(Rhodophyta, Rhodomelaceae) for Australia.
$70,000 (third year of a four-year $210,000 grant).
Dr Nathalie Nagalingum. Phylogeny and
classification of the threatened genus Cycas.
$10,000 (first year of a three-year $30,000 grant).
Dr Matthew Renner. A molecular and morphological
investigation of species limits in Australian
Plagiochilaceae (Jungermanniopsida). $90,000
(second year of a three-year $270,000 grant).
Dr Trevor Wilson, Dr Barry Conn and
Dr Murray Henwood. Systematics of the
Prosthantheroideae (Lamiaceae). $ 90,000
(third year of a three-year $270,000 grant).

Australian Coal Research Limited (ACARP)
Dr Cathy Offord. Managing and conserving native
plant species in the mining environment (Persoonias).
$18,990 (first year of a two year $168,800 grant).

Australian Flora Foundation
Dr Nathalie Nagalingum. Conservation
genetics of wild populations and botanic garden
collections of Australian cycads. $11,042
(second year of a two-year $23,769 grant).

Endeavour Energy
Dr Peter Cuneo. African olive control program.
$34,660 (fifth year of ten year $850,000 grant).

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew – Millennium Seed
Bank
Dr Peter Cuneo. Global Trees Project, rainforest
tree seed collecting program $29,340 (first
year of four year c. $130,000 project).
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Horticulture Australia
Dr Edward Liew. Characterisation and
management of Fusarium wilt of watermelon.
$3000 (third year of a three-year $9000 grant).

NSW Environmental Trust
Dr Peter Cuneo. Develop native grass seed
production area at Australian PlantBank to
provide seed for restoration. $33,415 (second
year of a two-year $99,453 grant).

Office of Environment and Heritage –
Newcastle
Dr Cathy Offord. Persoonia pauciflora
conservation research. $33, 354 (first
year of two year $164,684 grant).

Roads and Maritime Services (RMS)
Dr Edward Liew, Dr Karen Sommerville, Dr
Cathy Offord and Dr Peter Cuneo. Angus Onion
Orchid (Microtis angusii) research. $121,250 (second
year of a $242,500 two-and-a-half year grant).

Science and Conservation Performance

Collaborative Grants awarded to other agencies:

Australian Research Council Discovery Project
Dr Susan Hoebee (La Trobe University), Dr Peter
Weston, Dr Trevor Edwards (La Trobe University).
Evolution in action or the demise of iconic Australian
flora? $40,000 (Year one of a $217,700 four year grant)
Dr Gregory Jordan (University of Tasmania),
A/Prof Renee Vaillancourt (University of
Tasmania), Dr Maurizio Rossetto. Mobility,
stasis or extinction? The response of plants
to long-term environmental change. $95,000
(third year of a three-year $285,000 grant).

The Fenner School of Environment and
Society (ANU)

in isolated peat swamp flora: exploring the significance
of population variation and connectivity using genetic
and ecological evidence across a range of scales.
$43,602 (third year of the three-year $250,000 grant).
The Fenner School of Environment and Society (ANU)
Dr Maurizio Rossetto, Prof. David Keith (University of
New South Wales). Maintaining long-term resilience in
isolated peat swamp flora: exploring the significance
of population variation and connectivity using genetic
and ecological evidence across a range of scales.
$85,000 (third year of the three-year $250,000 grant).

NSW Adaptation Research Hub (OEH) –
Biodiversity Node (Macquarie University)
Dr Maurizio Rossetto, Dr Linda Beaumont
(Macquarie University). Bioclimatic discordance:
combining molecular and environmental data to identify
floristic refugia and corridors. $45,500 (one year grant).

Dr Maurizio Rossetto, Prof. David Keith (University
of New South Wales). Maintaining long-term resilience

Image: The award-winning Australian PlantBank at the Australian Botanic Garden Mount Annan.
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The very first strategic planning
framework for Blue Mountains
Botanic Garden Mount Tomah
was completed this year.
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Infrastructure Program
The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney — at almost 200 years old — is the oldest
cultural and scientific organisation in Australia.
The variety of landscapes across our sites, the combined catalogue of more
than 3,000 assets and the advanced age of The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney
present considerable challenges in terms of asset maintenance and upgrades.
In 2014-15 we successfully delivered a diverse range of projects jointly funded
by NSW Government, the Trust and other external funding sources.
These are shown below:

Project

$3.5M

in capital
upgrades and
enhancements in
2014-15

Expenditure
($,000)

Royal Botanic Garden Sydney
Sydney Tropical Centre Refurbishment (The Calyx Stage 1)
Back of House Glasshouse
The Australian Botanic Garden Mount Annan
Water Infrastructure Upgrades (Planning and Design)

2,554
703

116

The Blue Mountains Botanic Garden Mount Tomah
Car Park & Visitor Amenities Upgrades (Planning and Design)
177
Total
$3,550

$8.6M
Farm Cove Sea

Wall Restoration
Project completed
Work underway

1st

new
on
glasshouse in a
generation at Royal
Botanic Garden
Sydney

Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust Annual Report 2014-15
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Managing Resources for Sustainability
As part of the Office of Environment and Heritage we are
committed to working within a sustainability framework
which embraces the reduction of waste and increased
resource recovery. Several areas take precedence,
which include:

Chemical management and the bee
population
We do not use pesticides containing neonicotinoids as
there are suggestions that these chemicals are linked to
the death of bees and their hives. Bees are necessary for
the pollination of native flowering trees in addition to exotic
flowers and vegetables.
Our focus on bee health has been extended through a
partnership with the Urban Beehive. Through the
maintenance of six hives at the Royal Botanic Garden
Sydney (each with 60,000-80,000 bees) we have boosted
bee population throughout the Garden. This not only
contributes significantly to the health of our Living
Collection but delivers a harvest of high-quality honey
(which is harvested and retailed from the Gardens Shop).

Water Management
Since its introduction last year, our Pond Dosing Program
has vastly improved the water quality of tidal ponds in the
Royal Botanic Garden Sydney. The program has resulted
in improved water quality, the elimination of odours,
surface scum and algal blooms, and improved turbidity.
While the Sydney Gardens relies heavily on potable water
for the vast majority of its needs, with the exception of a
tank water for gardening, the Blue Mountains Botanic
Garden Mount Tomah is completely self- sufficient in
terms of both water collection and usage. Water for
irrigation and toilet flushing is sourced from the onsite
dam which collects rainwater and run-off. All potable
water is harvested from roof tops.
Two new buildings — the AGL Pavilion and the Australian
PlantBank — at the Australian Botanic Garden Mount
Annan have provided opportunities for rainwater water
harvesting, with the water being used within the building
amenities.

Energy Management
The bulk of the Trusts’ electricity usage is bought under
the State Contract Control Board electricity contract
number 777 which minimises cost and allows purchase of
green power generated from renewable sources. In the
previous reporting year price increases caused an energy
cost rise of 20 per cent. This year we have slowed the
increase to 12.5 per cent — a significant improvement.
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Projects implementing solar panels have been rolled out
at Blue Mountains Botanic Garden Mount Tomah and the
Royal Botanic Garden Sydney. This will reduce reliance on
the grid, making our sites more self-reliant.

Waste Management
Waste management continues to be a major challenge
across our sites due to increasing levels of visitation.
Our three Gardens manage waste in varying ways
according to need and the waste management services
available, and is implemented with the aim of reducing
waste and recycling or reusing as many resources as
possible.
Our integration with Centennial Parklands means that the
two organisations have been able to start the process of
examining how the Government Resources Efficiency
Policy (GREP) can further enhance our procurement and
resource efficiencies.
Green waste is re-used on site wherever possible, or
otherwise sent off site for mulching and composting then
brought back for use on gardens and tree pits to reduce
the amount of watering needed for plant health.

Wildlife Management
In addition to researching behaviour, movements and
population size of the Sulphur-crested Cockatoo, we have
continued our work with flying-foxes. We have been
deterring the population from re-establishing a roosting
colony within the historic Palm Grove at the Royal Botanic
Garden following the dispersal in 2012. A combination of
non-harmful measures such as pre-dawn noise and light
deterrents were conducted on 34 mornings during
2014–15. Flying-foxes were observed to roost on 32
occasions, 21 of which involved less than or equal to 10
individuals. This occurrence highlights that Grey-headed
Flying-fox may attempt to resume roosting within the
Royal Botanic Garden at any point in the future and we
need to be vigilant in order to protect the living collection.
Since 2007 the Trust has participated in Australian White
Ibis research. In 2007 and 2008 a sample of adult ibis
were individually colour-banded to assess their site-loyalty
and foraging movements. Individuals from these cohorts
have been routinely observed within the Garden during
our monthly surveys conducted over the last eight years,
a subset of the birds that have been consistently
observed were tracked using GPS transmitters to assess
how far they disperse. This study found that the adult ibis
that have shown high site-fidelity over the past eight years
overwhelmingly forage within five kilometres of the
Garden. Complementing this work, the Trust coordinates
the annual state-wide community survey of the ibis
population. This work is conducted in collaboration with
OEH (NPWS) and the Australian Museum.

Environmental Performance

Managing our Living Collection
Improvements to the Royal Botanic
Garden Sydney
The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney has
undergone quite significant improvement/
renovations this financial year, including:
• Trees have been either removed or relocated to
other parts of the Garden to open up long lost
vistas. Special attention has focussed on the
beds surrounding the Café and Restaurant.
• An annual program of irrigation improvements
commenced with the installation of an
automated irrigation system in one of the
beds of the heritage-listed Palm Grove.
• The Pioneer Garden has had a complete makeover.
The fountain has been renovated and connected to
a filter system. The crescent shaped garden beds
and terrace beds have been returned to a more
Gardenesque style of planting reminiscent of the style
introduced in the 1938 renovation of the area when
it was dedicated as the Pioneer Memorial Garden.
• The Flower Bed Lawn now has themed plantings with
our major planting relating to the 100th Anniversary
of the landing at ANZAC Cove. We also recreated
the Star Bed on this Lawn – a style of horticulture that
has been absent in the garden for 100 years. The
Star Bed was first introduced to the Garden in 1915.
In addition, a number of significant major improvement
projects were underway during the year:
• A new Glasshouse is being built in the Central Depot
and is due for completion in November 2015. This
glasshouse was funded by the Foundation & Friends.
• The construction of The Calyx – the world-class
horticultural display centre – commenced and is due
for completion in 2016.

Improvements to the Domain
A number of horticultural improvements and
upgrades were completed, including:
• The horticultural amenity around the Pavilion
Café in the Domain has been improved or
added to. Beds around the Café have been
opened up with much more colour added.
• Fours large beds have been established under
the canopies of large figs adjacent to the Café.
The plantings have primarily been bromeliads,
cycads, and colourful tropical perennials.
• The Domain Palm Grove has had a makeover and
access paths have been added throughout the bed.

Improvements to the Australian Botanic
Garden Mount Annan
A range of improvements completed included:
• Construction of 70 lineal metres of Dry
Stone Wall was built in the Banksia Garden
(with new garden beds created).
• Re-design of Beds 109 and 110 at Big Idea and
construction of re-cycled telegraph pole retaining
wall to complement new amenities block.
• Re-design of “island” at the Acacia garden
to convert the area into an alternative
wedding garden, requiring the removal of
BBQ, picnic table and 4 Acacia binervia.
• Construction of 20m of stone garden
edging around Bed 123.

Improvements to the Blue Mountains
Botanic Garden Mount Tomah
A range of improvements completed included:
• Upgrade to the garden bed adjacent the Visitor
Centre, with the “Bower” temporary structure
creating a centrepiece of a continually changing
colour display of annual and perennial plants
that welcomes visitors to the garden.
• Basalt columns and Wollemi Pines installed in
visitor entrance garden beds to connect visitors
to the iconic elements of the Garden.
• The Tree Peony garden was developed in late 2014
to celebrate and interpret the development of some of
the plant species cultivated in China for hundreds of
years. The Tree Peony, Mume Apricot, Higo Camellia
and Chrysanthemums displayed are representative of
this ancient breeding as well as showcasing some of
the best cultivars developed since their introduction
into western culture. Over 60 Chrysanthemum
cultivars were donated by Bob Smith of Orange, NSW.
• A collection of Iris cultivars was donated by Di Cox
of the Australian Iris Society. The Water Iris collection
is displayed in the trough below the visitor centre.
• A donation of over 60 Dahlia cultivars will
form part of an annual display in the Formal
garden and have proven very popular
with the public in their first season.
• An in-ground nursery was set up on the Sunrise
property to grow semi-mature trees for transfer to
the garden. Over 300 Podacarpus macrophyllus
‘Maki’ were planted out to replace the noxious
Cherry Laurel hedges. A section of the in-ground
nursery has been set aside as a trial area for Iris’.
In conjunction with the Australian Iris Society,
the first ‘Iris’ were planted out in April 2015.
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Weed management
Weed management continued to be a focus at the two
Gardens in western Sydney.
At Australian Botanic Garden Mount Annan:
• 31 hectares of herbicide control undertaken
targeting Chilean Needle grass
• 3.5 hectares of dense African Olive cleared on
steep hilly terrain, and 20 hectares contract
slashing of previously cleared areas
• The Green Army teams (Stage 1 and 2) completed
18 hectares of bushland weed management
in woodland conservation areas, including
1.2 hectares of dense African olive control.
At Blue Mountains Botanic Garden Mount Tomah:
• Working closely with neighbouring properties,
significant work undertaken on managing

Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus), English
Holly (Ilex aquifolium), Blackberry (Rubus
fruiticosus) and Crofton Weed (Ageratina
adenophora) with over five hectares cleared.
• Several species identified as weedy in the living
collection have been removed. These include
Viburnum foetidum, Coprosma spp. and
Agapanthus spp., the latter being interpreted using
sterile cultivars to educate the visiting public.
In February 2015, the Blue Mountains Botanic Garden
Mount Tomah also hosted a Botanic Gardens Australia
and New Zealand (BGANZ) workshop on invasive
species with representatives from gardens across
NSW and Victoria in attendance. The workshop served
to better educate gardens about assessing plants
that may become weedy and help develop strategies
to maintain and share records of assessed species.

The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney (30 hectares) is enclosed by The Domain (34 hectares), and is located on the foreshore if Sydney Harbour.
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Key Performance Indicators
Royal Botanic Garden
Australian Botanic
Sydney / The Domain
Garden Mount Annan
			

Blue Mountains
Botanic Garden
Mount Tomah

Weed Risk Assessment
761
Procedures (WRAPs)
undertaken		

352

Trees under management
across site

14

2,262 (RBG)
19,243
1,556 (Domain) 		

3,375

New trees planted
4 (RBG)
10
this year
6 (Domain)		
		
			
Plant propagation
30 propagations
15,732 cuttings
537 cuttings
projects completed		
135 seed trays
1,125 seeds
33 dishes
		
110 divisions
		
379 grafts
		
209 direct sown
		
52 new accessions

Propagation
937 commercial trials
for commercial (R&D on		
1,103 deflasking from
new products) production		
tissue culture
		
2,371 commercial
		
production with Growing
		
friends assistance
		
1,165 revegetation
		projects

Scientific requests

16 uses of the Living
Collection
		
		
		

-

Oct 14 – 2 hours
Dec 14 – 1 hour
Jan 15 – 10 hours		
Mar 15 – 1 hour
Apr 15 – 2.5 hours

		
Number of current
20
3
2
apprentices		
					
		
Apprentices for the
345 from 1947
60 from 1985
last 50 years		
		

40 from 1984
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Our Community Greening and Youth
Community Greening programs
engaged 16,962 participants.
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The community served
At almost 200 years of age, the Royal Botanic Garden Sydney is Australia’s
oldest botanic garden and scientific institution. During the last two years —
without losing sight of the site’s fundamental heritage value — we have
embraced social media and new technologies in order to better connect with
the community.
Strategies have been employed to boost the numbers of people engaging
online through Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram and Flickr. The monthly
‘Your Gardens’ e-news is now being received by nearly 20,000 subscribers
while the website attracts approximately 870,000 visits annually.
More traditional written and verbal communications are still extremely
important in gathering insights into the public’s expectations, and through the
generous assistance of volunteers we maintain visitor booths at the Royal
Botanic Garden Sydney to engage with visitors on-site, and run free walking
tours on a regular basis throughout the year.

3.8M

visitors to The
Royal Botanic
Garden Sydney
More than

600K
patrons attended
events and
functions
More than

Regardless of the form of communication, engaging with the community is an
ongoing priority for the organisation and an essential component in guiding
the Trust’s science, horticulture and visitor experience.

Visitation:
In 2014-15 we saw record visitation to both the Australian Botanic Garden,
Mount Annan and Blue Mountains Botanic Garden, Mount Tomah in spite of
experiencing a wetter than average year.
The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney also experienced very strong visitation with
the modest reduction reflecting the access impact from the adjacent Sydney
Opera House forecourt works.

2014-15
Royal Botanic Garden Sydney

2013-14

3,885,643 3,977,031

2012-13

2011-12

3,990,834 3,544,344

Australian Botanic
Garden Mount Annan

336,768

331,032

316,743

325,251

Blue Mountains Botanic
Garden Mount Tomah

188,910

158,512

177,342

128,645

48K
volunteer hours
achieved by our
volunteers
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Customer Feedback
Some 8.5 million visits were recorded across the three
Gardens and the Domain. Despite this large number of
visitors, less than 150 people provided feedback in
writing, by phone or in-person (outside the draft
Master Plan project).
Priority has grown over recent years in two-way and
instant feedback through digital channels, particularly
Facebook and Twitter. We have focussed on growing
these databases and proactively maintaining them to
respond to customer needs and protect the Gardens’
reputation.
With such a large and diverse range of user groups
conflicting demands do occur from time to time. Our
staff continually implement demand management
strategies, analyse customer feedback, identify safety
issues, investigate solutions and initiate projects with
the objective of delivering the best long term
sustainable outcome for all user groups.

Visitor Services

Customer feedback with relation to complaints was
also an area of focus in 2014-15, with the
predominant complaints received relating to
regulatory activity or perceived lack of action on
infrastructure and services, events and customer
service in food and beverage outlets.
In response to infrastructure and service complaints,
the Trust implemented measures to improve
cleanliness in toilets by increasing cleaning from three
times per day to four times per day.
It should be noted that the number of formal
complaints being received is in noticeable decline.

Digital Community
Engagement

Botanists Way Discovery Centre
Tourism and Major Events Minister, the Hon Stuart
Ayres MP, opened the new Botanists Way Discovery
Centre at the Blue Mountains Botanic Garden Mount
Tomah, revitalising one of the State’s top three most
popular regional tourism spots.
The facility was funded through a $50,000
Destination NSW regional tourism grant and matched
by the Trust.

Visitation improvements at Australian
Botanic Garden Mount Annan
A trial of new opening hours which commenced in
December 2014 created a 20% increase in visitation
over the summer period which is typically when
visitation declines due to the high temperatures.
Opening hours trialled were 8am – 7pm during
daylight saving and 8am – 5pm during eastern
standard time.
It is planned to implement these hours permanently.
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In May 2015 our first ever Digital Marketing team was
established and digital audience growth and
engagement KPIs were set.
A social media strategy and implementation
framework was developed, and our digital community
grew by 36% year-on-year (across Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and eNews databases).
A new website build commenced, and launch of the
new site is expected in late 2015.
The Australian Botanic Garden’s online enagement
continued in an upward trend, most notably in
doubling Facebook fans in the last 12 months. Twitter
and Instagram accounts were also implemented for
the Garden and followers are growing rapidly.
The Blue Mountains Botanic Garden also launched a
Twitter account and will prioritise and grow its
Facebook presence over the coming 12 months.

Social Performance

Education
• the Dandy Lions preschool program with 2,748
participants, forging lifelong relationships for children
and their families with the Gardens and connecting
them with the natural world

Our three Botanic Gardens comprise an unmatched
setting for connecting people with plants in a meaningful
way. November 2014 marked 40 years of Botanic
Gardens education, and this significant anniversary saw
outstanding milestones and achievements:

• regular school holiday activities including a popular
Aboriginal themed program during NAIDOC week

• the successful pilot delivery of interactive virtual
excursions to classes in China, through our
Interactive Learning Project generously funded by
HSBC

• ‘Living Worlds’, a new self-guided trail for schools at
BMBG, and a discovery trail for families at ABGMA
2014-15 brought consolidation of the HSBC sponsored
‘Connected Classroom’ at the Australian PlantBank, the
installation of video-conferencing technology into the
Education Classroom at the Royal Botanic Garden
Sydney, and incorporation of a class set of iPads into
purpose-designed lessons using this technology as a
creative tool.

• winning two Museums & Galleries National Awards
for PlantBank interpretation and an educational App
for PlantBank visitors, which also received ‘highly
commended’ in the Multimedia and Publication
Design Awards.
During the 2014-15 financial year, the Community &
Education Programs team engaged a record 65,000
people in innovative programs focusing on plants,
their science and conservation, and the vital role they
play in our lives.

Our Aboriginal educators continue to interpret traditional
plant use and provided an indigenous perspective of the
environment to 2,593 visitors and 3,441 school students.
Our Aboriginal staff featured in promotional video clips for
Tourism Australia and Destination NSW, in addition to
filming and interviews conducted by a wide range of
overseas-based travel media and tourism promotion
groups. Staff played a significant role in the second year
of the City of Sydney Corroboree festival in November
2014. A NSW Aboriginal Tourism forum was hosted at
RBGS in April and our Aboriginal tour product was
marketed at the Australian Tourism Exchange in
Melbourne in June.

In 2014–15 the Community & Education Programs Unit
delivered:
• classes to more than 14,000 K-12 school and
tertiary students who visited our sites for curriculumlinked excursions
• hands-on learning experiences in Aboriginal culture and
site interpretation to 3,441 school students and 2,593
domestic and overseas tourists and event attendees
• the successful ‘Evolution of Australian Biota’ program
to 3,000 Year 11 Biology students in partnership with
the Australian Museum and Taronga Zoo

Working with Disney, we produced the Disney Fairies Trail
App which was launched in November and available
across the three Gardens over the summer attracting over
15,000 downloads by visiting families. The app was also
available in Mandarin to engage Chinese-speaking
residents and visitors.

• interactive video-conferenced lessons to 1,345
students in metropolitan and regional schools across
Australia and for the first time to China
• a suite of National Science Week joint programs
including participation in Centennial Parklands’
‘Science in the Swamp’, PlantBank Open Day and
digital lessons delivered with partner Taronga Zoo

Community and Education Programs Statistics
2014-15

2013-14

2012-13

14,205

17,558

18,069

Digital Learning

1,345

633

Aboriginal Program participants

6,034

4,023

4,650

Community Program
participants

7,792

9,982

7,514

Formal School Program
participants
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Volunteering
The Trust’s and Foundation & Friends’ volunteers
actively contribute to enhancing visitor experiences,
assist in conservation and environmental projects, and
conduct income-generating programs.
These Volunteers worked 48,806 hours, equating to
over $1.2M in value based on $27.50 per hour.
Volunteers attended and contributed to events hosted
by the Sydney Cultural Organisations Volunteer
Network Group during National Volunteers Week in
May.
During the reporting period:
• More than 700 volunteers in 26 programs across
the Trust and Foundation & Friends of the Botanic
Gardens.
• 48,806 hours of volunteer work achieved.
• 25,000 visitors were assisted by volunteers at
information booths in the Royal Botanic Garden
Sydney.
• Over 6,500 visitors enjoyed paid and free guided
tours by volunteers.
• Volunteers from the National Herbarium of NSW
Specimen Mounting Program were awarded the
Volunteer Team of the Year award for Sydney City/
East Region in 2014. The award was received in
the same year we celebrated the programs 25th
anniversary.
• Special projects volunteers assisted staff with field
work, research projects and the Public Reference
Collection.
• Annual ‘thank you’ to volunteers held in December
at the Parliament House and hosted by the
honourable Minister Rob Stokes MP. 50 Volunteers
were awarded for volunteer service stretching from
10 to 25 years.
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• Library Volunteers Evelynn Shervington and
Gwenda Levy completed digitisation of 30 per cent
of our historic photograph collection.
• Volunteer Guides at the Royal Botanic Garden
Sydney delivered over 4,500 free and paid
guided-walks to international and local visitors,
including specialised walks developed for the
Tomato Festival.
• Two new volunteers brought a wealth of experience
to the Begonia Volunteer program. New varieties of
cane begonias, bred by Volunteer Gordon Chivers,
have been planted in the Begonia display in the
Middle Darden of the RBG. They have also sent
Begonia seed to the Royal Botanic Garden
Tasmania to assist in their begonia collection and
setup by former Sydney Begonia Volunteer, Peter
Sharpe.
• A new Volunteer Program established in the Rose
Garden to assist staff in dead-heading the rose
collection.
• Sponsor and palm collection volunteer, Mr Colin
Wilson, donated seed or plants of 51 different
species of palm, many new to the collection.
• Corporate volunteers from HSBC assisted staff
with the mass plant out of over 100 palms of more
than 40 species as part of the palm grove
rejuvenation project.
• Growing Friends propagated approximately 25,000
plants from the three Botanic Gardens and sold
over 17,000 plants.
• Foundation & Friends Volunteers catered for over
100 events within the Botanic Gardens.
• Talking Friends delivered informative presentations
to over 20 external organisations.
• Over 100 Foundation & Friends volunteers assisted
in the hosting of three major exhibitions throughout
the year.

Social Performance

Community Outreach
Community Greening outreach program (CG)

Youth Community Greening Program (YCG)

Community Greening is a partnership between the
Trust and Housing NSW. This successful program
facilitates the establishment of community gardens
primarily in Housing NSW estates. ‘Community
Greening’ is the name for a range of activities to
promote communal garden projects undertaken by the
two organisations. By promoting communal gardening
in social housing communities, and on nearby
locations, a significant contribution to improved social
cohesion, crime reduction and public health in both
urban and regional New South Wales is made.

YCG is a partnership between the Trust and Eden
Gardens & Garden Centres. The program is an
environmental education program targeting
disadvantaged urban and regional youth (2-25 years).
YCG saw significant growth this year with 74 new sites
visited and developed – an increase of 32% on last
financial year. The three key focus areas this year
included:
1. Aboriginal education and sustainability.
2. Expansion of new gardens in schools and youth
centres.

The program has created 300 Community Greening
Projects since – achieving this milestone 12 months
ahead of plans, with approximately 72% of projects still
considered active gardens.

3. Expansion of program into regional NSW.
4. Adopt digital technology to expand program’s
reach and as a means of keeping in contact with
regional NSW sites.

In 2014-15 there were 480 site visits, 688 sessions
with 5,129 participants (of which 965 were youth).

5. Increase teacher professional development
opportunities.

Highlights for the financial year included:

Highlights for the year included:

• initiation of a Partnership grant application with
UWS Centre for Education Research to provide
evaluation data on the Community Greening
Program outcomes is underway in consultation
with the FACS team.

• Worked on 40 Aboriginal-themed gardens in
schools and youth centres - educating school staff,
communities and students about the significance
of plants in Aboriginal culture and their ongoing
importance to us all.

• production of an accessible gardening brochure in
partnership with the Prince of Wales Hospital.

• Teamed up with the Wambangalang Environmental
Education Centre from Dubbo, the Warrumbungles
EEC and Red Hill EEC for a week long
sustainability outreach tour of the ‘black soil
country’ in Northern NSW - nine school and
community gardens visited and over 600 students,
teachers and community members engaged.

• coordinated and delivered a workshop for Vietnam
Veterans with mental illness.
• representation at the international Botanic Gardens
Conservation International Education Congress in
Missouri, USA made possible with the support of
the Friends and Foundation of Botanic Garden
Scholarship.

• Delivered opportunities into detention centres, such
as Reiby Juvenile Detention Centre.
• Continued delivery of programs to students with
special needs in Schools for Special Purposes
(SSPs) and special needs classes.

Program

2014-15

2013-14

2012-13

Community Greening
participants

5,129

4,228

4,572

Youth Community
Greening Participants

11,833

8,450

3,361

PARTICIPANTS

16,962

12,678

7,933
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Social Performance

Venue Management
A range of heritage buildings and outdoor areas (such
as The Domain) across our sites are made available for
community, charitable and ticketed events. In addition,
we also facilitate a range of activities including
weddings, team building activities, picnics, sports, film
and photography shoots.
Over 501,203 patrons attended public events in
2014-15 (an 18% increase on the previous year),
helping us to meet our social obligations set out under
the Act, and the NSW Government’s commitment to
diversity of experiences in public spaces.
Highlights included New Years Eve celebrations, Carols
in the Domain, St George Open Air Cinema and Handa
Opera on the Harbour.
New community events delivered this year included the
Spectrum Now Festival, The Color Run Night, the
Lysicrates Prize and Extreme Sailing.
In addition to community engagement, events such as
these raise valuable funds that are reinvested back into
the management and maintenance of the Gardens, and
support science, education and research programs.
Attendance statistics for events and functions 2014-15:

CATEGORY

PARTICIPATION #

General Ground Hire
(Picnics, weddings, etc)

25,754

Indoor Venues

20,178

Public Events incl NYE

501,203

Sport

57,601

TOTAL

605,912
Image: Gardening Australia’s Costa Georgiadis at the Tomato Festival in 2015

Corroboree Sydney
The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney was a collaborating
partner for the second Corroboree Sydney Indigenous
cultural festival and hosted the Gurung Parade concert
for almost 2,000 primary school children.
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Social Performance

Tomato Festival Sydney
The second Tomato Festival Sydney attracted thousands
more visitors to the Sydney Garden than the inaugural
year. At the national 2014 Australian Event Awards the
Festival won Best Achievement in Marketing,
Communication or Sponsorship. Partnerships with the
Diggers Club, Foundation & Friends, and the Botanic
Gardens Restaurant strengthened in the second year.
The Festival resulted in some impressive statistics:
• a media coverage reach of over 4.7 million
people (valued at more than $560K when
based on the equivalent advertising rates
for the same column centimetres)
• more than 32,000 visitors to the Garden over the
festival weekend — an increase of 10,000 visitors
compared with February weekends (2012-2015)

Community event growth at Blue Mountains
Botanic Garden Mount Tomah
Events continued to generate visitation growth to the
Garden throughout 2014-15. This year TomahROMA
was combined with the Back to Back International Wool
Challenge (a global competition to shear a sheep, spin
the wool and knit a jumper in eight hours) was held as a
separate event in 2014 attracting 2,000 visitors despite
poor weather. The Back to Back team again successfully
raised more money for cancer research than any other
team globally.

Community event growth at Australian Botanic
Gardens Mount Annan
The event program at ABG remains solid with the annual
Challenge Walk, Cinema Under the Stars and Carols in
the Garden taking place, however due to well above
average rainfall in April, AnnanROMA was cancelled. An
excellent outcome from Carols included securing a new
major sponsor for the event who has signed up to be
sponsor for three years.

Filming and Photography
We are committed to supporting the industry and
complying with the NSW Government’s film friendly
policy and therefore provide responsive and flexible
customer service to film and photography professional
clients. Charges for filming and photography remain
capped on cost-recovery and are based on costs
incurred by the Trust to facilitate, process and manage
filming and photography bookings.
The financial year 2014-15 saw 93 commercial filming
and photography bookings made across our sites.
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Support
Foundation & Friends of the Botanic
Gardens 2014-15
Foundation & Friends of the Botanic Gardens Ltd
(Foundation & Friends) is a not-for-profit membership
based organisation which was established to
encourage the use and enjoyment of our lands and to
involve the community in the scientific, educational,
horticultural, cultural and recreational aspects of the
Trust. Foundation & Friends serves as a link between
the Trust and the community, raising much needed
funds and championing the important work of the
Trust.
Foundation & Friends highlights for 2014-15 include:
• Enjoying the support of close to 5,000 members
throughout the year.
• Hosting over 95 events and three exhibitions with a
combined visitation to these events of over 15,000
attendees, including the introduction of a night time
lecture series focused on Garden Design.
• Over 300 volunteers continued to support our
members, events, catering, operating the
Wolloomooloo Information Booth and propagating
plants from the living collections to sell at the
Growing Friends nurseries and throughout the
Garden.
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• Grew the Save a Species Walk, with the funds
raised enabling 19 species to be collected and
stored in the Australian PlantBank protecting them
for the future.
• Added to the funds held to conclude the year with
over $2.5M committed to initiatives and projects of
the Botanic Gardens.

Development and Sponsorship
Now in its third year, the Trust’s Rainforest Seed
Conservation Project continues to exceed targets and
is on track to have banked 50% of threatened NSW
species. This significant result has only been made
possible with the generous grant from Arcadia and
match-funding from individual and corporate support
including HSBC and TransGrid. We extend our sincere
thanks for this ongoing commitment.
We especially wish to thank Sally White OAM, John B
Fairfax AO, Tim Fairfax AC and Ruth Armytage AM for
their leadership support of our flagship 200th birthday
project, The Calyx. Our further thanks to each of the
individuals who have also generously supported this
project to date.

Social Performance
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The Australian Botanic Garden, Mount
Annan is Australia’s largest botanic
garden by landsize.
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Financial Performance

New Revenue Streams
In 2014-15 we had 11 tenants across the Gardens’ sites that
raised $8.13M in revenue that went back into maintaining
and upgrading our assets, services and facilities.
Commercial highlights for the reporting year included:
• New office licence signed by National Park and Wildlife
Service at Australian Botanic Garden Mount Annan
• New lessee of the Palace Gate Kiosk with 15% growth in revenue
• New Property Portfolio Management regime developed including
new lease structures and risk management strategies
• New Food & Beverage and Property strategies developed

Fees and Charges
Each year we review all fees and charges for a diverse range of
facilities including its public programs, parking, sports field hire,
functions and events. The aim of the review is to apply Consumer
Price Index (CPI) changes to fees and charges and cover any
increases in administrative overheads and maintenance costs.
Our new rates came into effect in July 2014 and are
available online at: www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au

Operations now

48%

self-funded
Grew benevolent
funding and
sponsorship to

$1.43M
Attracted

$1.38M
in new science
grants
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Financial Performance
Our key financial overview
In the 2014-15 financial year the Royal Botanic Gardens & Domain Trust was able to generate increased revenues
but is still reliant on recurrent government funding to support its operating expenses.
Any surpluses generated are directed towards the Trust’s capital program particularly to address deferred
maintenance works.
The Trust remains in a strong financial position moving into 2015-16.

30-Jun-15
Aged analysis at the end of each quarter *
Current
(ie within
due date)

Less than
30 days
overdue

Between
30 and
60 days
overdue

September

3,050,546

1,071,909

125,220

45219

13,739

December

4,512,118

863,594

105,444

23,821

94,065

March

3,442,297

1,404,119

156,880

122749

133,295

June

6,543,122

1,182,697

288,785

43,945

121,268

September

17,792

430

-

-

4,015

December

19,039

5,140

-

-

1,260

March

45,948

9,225

673

2,916

-

204,824

9,498

5,931

416

-

Quarter

Between More than
61 and 90
90 days
days
Overdue
Overdue

All suppliers

Small business suppliers

June

Accounts due or paid within each quarter
All Suppliers

Sep-14

Dec-14

Mar-15

Jun-15

Number of accounts due for payment

1,800

2,240

2,266

2,865

Number of accounts paid on time

1,470

1,709

1,634

2,245

82%

76%

72%

78%

Dollar amount of accounts due for payment

4,306,633

5,599,042

5,259,340

8,179,817

Dollar amount of accounts paid on time

3,050,546

4,512,118

3,442,297

6,543,122

71%

81%

65%

80%

Number of payments for interest
on overdue accounts

-

-

-

-

Interest paid on overdue accounts

-

-

-

-

Actual percentage of accounts paid on
time (based on number of accounts)

Actual percentage of accounts
paid on time (based on $)
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Financial Performance

Investment Performance
During the reporting year the Trust continued to invest funds in the appropriate NSW Treasury Corporation.
Hour-Glass Investment Facility that matches the duration of the Trusts’ underlying liabilities and commitments.
In addition, investments were made in bank term deposits which have been arranged through NSW Treasury
Corporation. Surplus funds have been invested in the Cash Facility to meet the Trust’ short-term obligations.
The appropriate benchmark performance for comparison for the Cash Facility is
the UBS Bank Bill Index.
Details of the Trust’s investments are shown below:

Hour Glass Investment Facilities on 30 June
2013-14

2014-15

Value of cash facility on 1 July

$2,329,204

$2,388,272

Value of cash facility on 30 June

$2,388,272

$883,268

$100,180

$91,617

Actual rate of return

2.92%

2.73%

Benchmark rate of return

2.68%

2.60%

Interest income earned

Bank term deposits on 30 June
2014-15
Value of deposits on 1 July
Value of deposits on 30 June

$1,560,000

Interest income earned
Actual rate of return

0.00%

The Trust’s holdings in TCorp were around 2.3m and similar to the amount invested in the previous year.
Restricted cash held by the Trust was invested in term deposits at the end of June 2015.
The holdings are in line with the Trusts financial strategy, which is to ensure it meets its short-term cash flow requirements.
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Financial Statements

Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust

Financial Statements
For the Year Ended 30 June 2015

Statement by Members of the Trust
Pursuant to Section 41C(1B) and (1C) of the Public Finance and
Audit Act 1983, we state that:
a) the accompanying financial statements have been prepared in accordance
with the provisions of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983, the Public
Finance and Audit Regulations 2015 (as applicable), the Treasurer’s Directions,
the Directives of the Financial Reporting Code and Australian Accounting
Standards, which include Australian Accounting Interpretations;
b) the statements exhibit a true and fair view of the Trust’s financial position
as at 30 June 2015 and the transactions for the year then ended; and
c) we are not aware of any circumstances that would render any particulars included
in the financial statements to be materially misleading or inaccurate.

Ken Boundy
Chairman

Ian Breedon
Trustee

Royal Botanic Gardens
and Domain Trust

Royal Botanic Gardens
and Domain Trust

17 September 2015
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Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust
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Financial Statements

Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust

Independent Audit Report
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Financial Statements

Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust

Statement of Comprehensive Income
for the Year Ended 30 June 2015

Actual

Budget

Actual

2015

2015

2014

Note

$'000

$'000

$'000

Personnel services

2(a)

26,848

28,112

25,537

Other operating expenses

2(b)

15,700

12,362

12,812

Depreciation and expenses

2(c)

7,370

8,208

7,255

Grants and subsidies

2(d)

16

-

362

49,934

48,682

45,966

Expenses excluding losses
Operating expenses

TOTAL EXPENSES EXCLUDING LOSSES
REVENUE
Sale of goods and services

3(a)

8,458

12,512

7,582

Investment revenue

3(b)

9,216

174

5,203

Retained taxes, fees and fines

3(c)

1,450

1,200

1,186

Grants and contributions

3(d)

31,863

40,482

35,007

Other revenue

3(e)

930

423

1,912

51,917

54,791

50,890

4

(48)

-

(2,967)

19

1,935

6,109

1,957

11

54,799

-

6,176

54,799

-

6,176

56,734

6,109

8,133

Total Revenue
Loss on disposal
Net result
Other Comprehensive Income
Items that will not be reclassified to net result
Net increase in property, plant and
equipment revaluation surplus
Total Other Comprehensive Income
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Financial Statements

Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust

Statement of Financial Position
as at 30 June 2015

Actual

Budget

Actual

2015

2015

2014

Notes

$'000

$'000

$'000

Cash and cash equivalents

6

6,131

5,763

7,482

Receivables

7

1,654

1,580

855

Inventories

8

118

142

166

Financial assets - term deposits

9

1,560

-

-

9,463

7,485

8,503

10

4,278

-

-

- Land and building

11

314,783

279,989

266,403

- Plant and equipment

11

5,034

44,544

5,332

- Infrastructure systems

11

61,195

62,020

51,416

- Collection assets

11

47,244

-

47,242

- WIP

11

7,040

-

11,532

435,296

386,553

381,925

-

210

-

Total Non-Current Assets

439,574

386,763

381,925

Total Assets

449,037

394,248

390,428

ASSETS
Current Assets

Total Current Assets
Non Current Assets
Receivables
Property, plant and equipment

Total Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
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Royal Botanic Gardens & Domain Trust

Statement of Financial Position
for the Year Ended 30 June 2015
Non-Current Assets - Property, Plant and Equipment (continued)

Actual

Budget

Actual

2015

2015

2014

Notes

$'000

$'000

$'000

14

6,495

7,708

4,992

-

700

-

6,495

8,408

4,992

457

48

85

457

48

85

6,952

8,456

5,077

442,085

385,792

385,351

Reserves

264,355

204,351

209,556

Accumulated funds

177,730

181,441

175,795

Total Equity

442,085

385,792

385,351

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Payables
Other
Total Current Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Payables
Total Non-Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets

15

EQUITY
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Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust

Statement of Changes in Equity
for the Year Ended 30 June 2015

Accumulated
Funds

Asset
Revaluation
Surplus

Total

$’000

$’000

$’000

175,795
1,935

209,556
-

385,351
1,935

11

1,935
177,730
172,997
1,957

54,799
54,799
54,799
264,355
204,221
-

54,799
54,799
56,734
442,085
377,218
1,957

11

841
841
2,798
175,795

6,176
(841)
5,335
5,335
209,556

6,176
6,176
8,133
385,351

Notes
Balance at 1 July 2014
Net result for the Year
Other comprehensive income
Net increase/(decrease) in property, plant
and equipment
Valuation gains
Transfers on disposal
Total other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income for the year
Balance at 30 June 2015
Balance at 1 July 2013
Net result for the year
Other comprehensive income
Net increase (decrease) in property, plant
and equipment
Valuation gains
Transfers on disposal
Total other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income for the year
Balance at 30 June 2014

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Royal Botanic Gardens & Domain Trust

Statement of Cash Flows
for the Year Ended 30 June 2015

Actual

Budget

Actual

2015

2015

2014

$’000

$’000

$’000

(24,985)

(28,112)

(23,776)

(16)

-

(362)

Other

(18,555)

(11,104)

(16,729)

Total Payments

(43,556)

(39,216)

(40,867)

991

-

744

14,963

12,462

14,215

177

174

206

1,457

-

1,193

30,709

35,247

33,667

1,239

5,651

2,019

49,536

53,534

52,044

5,980

14,318

11,177

20

-

95

and infrastructure systems

(5,791)

(17,216)

(9,942)

Purchases of investments

(1,560)

-

-

-

(240)

-

NET CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

(7,331)

(17,456)

(9,847)

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) IN CASH

(1,351)

(3,138)

1,330

7,482

8,901

6,152

6,131

5,763

7,482

Notes
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Payments
Personnel services
Grants and subsidies

Receipts
Reimbursements from the Crown Entity
Sale of goods and services
Interest received
Retained taxes, fees and fines
Grants and contributions
Other
Total Receipts
NET CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

20

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from sale of land and buildings, plant and
equipment and infrastructure systems
Purchase of land and buildings, plant and equipment

Other

Opening cash and cash equivalents
CLOSING CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
The accompanying notes form part of these statements.
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Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust

Service group statements for the year
ended 30 June 2015
for the Year Ended 30 June 2015
Service Group 1 *

Service Group 2 *

Non Attributable**

Total

2015

2014

2015

2014

2015

2014

2015

2014

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

Personnel services

7,609

7,458

19,239

18,079

-

-

26,848

25,537

Other operating expenses

2,539

1,546

13,161

11,266

-

-

15,700

12,812

1,609

1,312

5,761

5,943

-

-

7,370

7,255

16

-

-

362

-

-

16

362

11,772

10,316

38,161

35,650

-

-

49,934

45,966

588

643

7,870

6,939

-

-

8,458

7,582

17

106

9,199

5,097

-

-

9,216

5,203

-

-

1,450

1,186

-

-

1,450

1,186

1,390

543

3,697

4,937 26,776

17

17

913

2,012

1,309

23,129

-

-

(48)

(9,760)

(9,007)

750
750

-

(9,010)

(9,007)

1,044

7,041

5,087

441

101

46

1,553

-

-

118

1,560

-

-

TRUST'S EXPENSES AND INCOME
Expenses excluding losses
Operating expenses

Depreciation expenses
Grants and subsidies
Total Expenses excluding losses
Revenue
Sale of goods and services
Investment revenue
Retained taxes, fees and fines
Grants and contributions
Other revenue
Total Retained Revenue
Gain / (loss) on disposal
Net result

29,527

31,863

35,007

-

-

930

1,912

20,054 26,776

29,527

51,917

50,890

-

-

(48)

(2,967)

(15,080) (18,563) 26,776

29,527

1,935

1,957

-

-

54,799
54,799

6,176
6,176

38,969 (12,387) 26,776

29,527

56,734

8,133

-

-

6,131

7,482

809

-

-

1,654

855

166

-

-

118

166

-

-

-

1,560

-

1,895
(2,967)

Other Comprehensive Income
Items that will not be
reclassified to net result
Net increase / (decrease) in
property, plant and equipment
revaluation surplus
Total Other Comprehensive Income
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME (LOSS)

54,049
54,049

6,176
6,176

TRUST'S ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Inventories
Financial assets
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for the Year Ended 30 June 2015
Total Current Assets - Service Group (continued)

Service Group 1 *

Total Current Assets

Service Group 2 *

Non Attributable**

Total

2015
$000

2014
$000

2015
$000

2014
$000

2015
$000

2014
$000

2015
$000

2014
$000

2,705

7,087

6,758

1,416

-

-

9,463

8,503

-

-

4,278

-

4,278

-

Non Current Assets
Receivables
Property, plant and equipment
- Land and building

32,807

30,958

-

- 314,783 266,403

- Plant and equipment

1,381

1,398

281,976 235,445
3,653

3,934

-

-

5,034

5,332

- Infrastructure systems

2,018

2,036

59,177

49,380

-

-

61,195

51,416

- Collection assets

7,514

7,512

39,730

39,730

-

-

47,244

47,242

- WIP

6,088

2,891

952

8,641

-

-

7,040

11,532

Total Non-Current Assets

49,807

44,795

389,767 337,130

-

- 439,574 381,925

Total Assets

52,512

51,882

396,525 338,546

-

- 449,037 390,428

Payables

2,075

1,077

4,420

3,915

-

-

6,495

4,992

Total Current Liabilities

2,075

1,077

4,420

3,915

-

-

6,495

4,992

Payables

36

-

421

85

-

-

457

85

Total Non-Current Liabilities

36

-

421

85

-

-

457

85

2,110

1,077

4,842

4,000

-

-

6,952

5,077

50,402

50,805

391,683 334,546

-

- 442,085 385,351

Current Liabilities

Non-Current Liabilities

Total Liabilities
Net Assets

* The names and purposes of each service group are summarised in Note 5.
** Cluster grant funding is made on an agency basis and not to individual service groups. Consequently,
Government contributions are included in the ‘Not Attributable’ column.
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of the Financial Statements
for the Year Ended 30 June 2015
1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)

1. Summary of Significant
Accounting Policies
(a) Reporting Entity
The Royal Botanic Gardens and
Domain Trust (the Trust) is a NSW
government Trust. The Trust is a
not-for-profit entity (as profit is not its
principal objective). The reporting
entity is consolidated as part of the
NSW Total State Sector Accounts.
		
The Trust is the reporting entity and is
responsible for two service groups as
outlined in Note 5.				
			
As a result of the Government Sector
Employment Act 2013, employees of
the Trust are reported as employees of a
Division of the Government Service
which currently is Office of Environment
and Heritage (refer note (1(i)(ii))). The
Trust reports employee related
information as “personnel services” in its
financial statements.			
				
These financial statements for the year
ended 30 June 2015 have been
authorised for issue by the Board of
Trustees on 17 September 2015.		
				

(b) Basis of preparation		

The Trust’s financial statements are
general purpose financial statements
which have been prepared on accrual
basis and in accordance with:
• applicable Australian Accounting
Standards (which include Australian
Accounting Interpretations);
• the requirements of the Public Finance
and Audit Act 1983 and Public Finance
and Audit Regulation 2015 and;		
• the Financial Reporting Directions
published in the Financial Reporting
Code for NSW General Government
Sector Entities or issued by the
Treasurer.		
Property, plant and equipment are
measured at fair value. Other
financial statement items are
prepared in accordance with the
historical cost convention except
where specified otherwise.			

Judgements, key assumptions and
estimations management has made, are
disclosed in the relevant notes to the
financial statements.			
				
All amounts are rounded to the nearest
one thousand dollars and are expressed
in Australian currency. 			
			

(c) Statement of compliance

The financial statements and notes
comply with Australian Accounting
Standards, which include Australian
Accounting Interpretations.			

(d) Administered activities		
The Trust does not administer or
control any activities on behalf of the
Crown Entity.				
			

(e) Insurance

The Trust’s insurance activities are
conducted through the NSW Treasury
Managed Fund Scheme of selfinsurance for Government entities.
The expense (premium) is determined
by the Fund Manager based on past
claims experience.				
		

(f) Accounting for the Goods and
Services Tax (GST)

Income, expenses and assets are
recognised net of the amount of GST,
except that the:		
• amount of GST incurred by the Trust as
a purchaser that is not recoverable from
the Australian Taxation Office is
recognised as part of an asset’s cost of
acquisition or part of an item of expense
and			
• receivables and payables are stated
with the amount of GST included.		
			
Cash flows are included in the statement
of cash flows on a gross basis. However,
the GST components of cash flows
arising from investing and financing
activities which are recoverable from, or
payable to, the Australian Taxation Office
are classified as operating cash flows.		
				
(g) Income recognition		
Income is measured at the fair value of
the consideration or contribution
received or receivable. Additional

comments regarding the accounting
policies for the recognition of income
are discussed below.
			
(i) Grants and contributions
Grants and contributions from the NSW
government and other bodies are
recognised as income when the Trust
obtains control over the assets
comprising the grants / contributions.
Control over the grants and
contributions is normally obtained upon
the receipt of cash.			
		
(ii) Sale of goods 		
Revenue from the sale of goods is
recognised as revenue when the Trust
transfers the significant risks and rewards
of ownership of the assets. 			

(iii) Rendering of services		
Revenue is recognised when the service
is provided or by reference to the stage of
completion (based on labour hours
incurred to date).				
			
(iv) Investment revenue		
Interest revenue is recognised using the
effective interest method as set out in
AASB 139 Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement.		
				
Rental revenue from operating leases is
recognised in accordance with AASB
117 Leases on a straight-line basis over
the lease term. Royalty revenue is
recognised in accordance with AASB
118 Revenue on an accrual basis in
accordance with the substance of the
relevant agreement.			
			

(h) Assets				
(i) Acquisition of assets			
Assets acquired are initially recognised at
cost. Cost is the amount of cash or cash
equivalents paid or the fair value of the
other consideration given to acquire the
asset at the time of its acquisition or
construction or, where applicable, the
amount attributed to that asset when
initially recognised in accordance with the
requirements of other Australian
Accounting Standards.			
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)

Assets acquired at no cost, or for
nominal consideration, are initially
recognised at their fair value at the date
of acquisition. 				
			
Fair value is the price that would be
received to sell an asset in orderly
transaction between market participants
at measurement date. 			
			
Where payment of an asset is deferred
beyond normal credit terms, its cost is
the cash price equivalent; i.e. deferred
payment amount is effectively
discounted over the period of credit.		
			
(ii) Capitalisation thresholds
Property, plant and equipment and
intangible assets costing $5,000 and
above individually (or forming part of
a network costing more than $5,000)
are capitalised.				

(iii) Revaluation of property, plant
and equipment
Physical non-current assets are valued
in accordance with the ‘Valuation of
Physical Non-Current Assets at Fair
Value’ Policy and Guidelines Paper (TPP
14-01). This policy adopts fair value in
accordance with AASB 13 Fair Value
Measurement and AASB 116 Property,
Plant and Equipment.			
		
Property, plant and equipment is
measured at the highest and best use
by market participants that is physically
possible, legally permissible and
financially feasible. The highest and best
use must be available at a period that is
not remote and take into account the
characteristics of the asset being
measured, including any socio-political
restrictions imposed by government. In
most cases, after taking into account
these considerations, the highest and
best use is the existing use. In limited
circumstances, the highest and best
use may be a feasible alternative use,
where there are no restrictions on use or
where there is a feasible higher
restricted alternative use.			
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Fair value of property, plant and
equipment is based on a market
participant’s perspective, using valuation
techniques (market approach, cost
approach, income approach) that
maximise relevant observable inputs
and minimise unobservable inputs. Also
refer Note 11 and Note 12 for further
information regarding fair value.		
		
The Trust revalues each class of
property, plant and equipment at least
every five years or with sufficient
regularity to ensure that the carrying
amount of each asset in the class does
not differ materially from its fair value at
reporting date. The last revaluation for
the Trust’s land holdings was completed
on 30 April 2015 and was based on an
independent assessment. Fair value for
building and infrastructure system
assets for 30 April 2015 was estimated
by management using an indexation
based on annual CPI. There has been
no material change in the market value
in the period between 30 April 2015 and
30 June 2015.				
		
Non-specialised assets with short useful
lives are measured at depreciated
historical cost as an approximation of
fair value. The entity has assessed that
any difference between fair value and
depreciated historical cost is unlikely to
be material.				
		
When revaluing non-current assets
using the cost approach, the gross
amount and the related accumulated
depreciation are separately restated. 		
				
For other assets valued using other
valuation techniques, any balances of
accumulated depreciation at the
revaluation date in respect of those
assets are credited to the asset
accounts to which they relate. The net
asset accounts are then increased or
decreased by the revaluation increments
or decrements.				
		
Revaluation increments are credited
directly to the revaluation surplus,
except that, to the extent that an
increment reverses a revaluation

decrement in respect of that class of
asset previously recognised as an
expense in the net result, the increment
is recognised immediately as revenue in
the net result. 				
Revaluation decrements are recognised
immediately as expenses in the net
result, except that, to the extent that a
credit balance exists in the revaluation
surplus in respect of the same class of
assets, they are debited directly to the
revaluation surplus. 			
			
As a not-for-profit entity, revaluation
increments and decrements are offset
against one another within a class of
non-current asset, but not otherwise.		
			
Where an asset that has previously
been revalued is being disposed of, any
balance remaining in the revaluation
surplus in respect of that asset is
transferred to accumulated funds.		
			
(iv) Impairment of property, plant
and equipment
As a not-for-profit entity, impairment
under AASB 136 Impairment of Assets
is unlikely to arise. As property, plant
and equipment is carried at fair value,
impairment can only arise in the rare
circumstances where the costs of
disposal are material. Specifically,
impairment is unlikely for not-for-profit
entities given that AASB 136 modifies
the recoverable amount test for
non-cash generating assets of
not-for-profit entities to the higher of fair
value less costs of disposal and
depreciated replacement cost, where
depreciated replacement cost is also
fair value.					
				
(v) Assets not able to be reliably
measured
The Trust holds certain assets that have
not been recognised in the statement
of financial position because The Trust
is unable to measure reliably the value
for the assets and those assets are
likely to be material. These assets are
the ‘Herbarium collection’, which forms
part of the Collection Assets has a nil
balance recorded in the Trust’s asset
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1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)

register. The Trust has not been able
to obtain a reliable valuation for the
Herbarium collection due to changing
scientific value of the specimens over
time, the unique collection event (in
time and space) associated with each
specimen, and the irreversible
changes to the original habitat of most
collection localities.			
				
(vi) Depreciation of property, plant
and equipment			
Except for certain heritage assets,
depreciation is provided for on a straight
line basis for all depreciable assets so as
to write off the depreciable amount of
each asset as it is consumed over its
useful life to the Trust.			
				
All material separately identifiable
components of assets are depreciated
over their useful lives.			
				
Land is not a depreciable asset. Certain
heritage assets including original
artworks and collections may not have a
limited useful life because appropriate
curatorial and preservation policies are
adopted. Such assets are not subject to
depreciation. The decision not to
recognise depreciation for these assets
is reviewed annually.			
				
Depreciable assets are depreciated
from the date of acquisition.		

Depreciation rates
Building

(vii) Major inspection costs
When each major inspection is
performed, the labour costs of
performing major inspections for faults is
recognised in the carrying amount of an
asset as a replacement of a part, if the
recognition criteria are satisfied. 		
			
(viii) Restoration costs
The estimated cost of dismantling and
removing an asset and restoring the site
is included in the cost of an asset, to the
extent it is recognised as a liability. 		
(ix) Maintenance
Day-to-day servicing costs or
maintenance are charged as expenses
as incurred, except where they relate to
the replacement of a part or component
of an asset, in which case the costs are
capitalised and depreciated.			
				
(x) Leased assets		
The Trust has entered into operating
leases under which the lessor
effectively retains all the risks and
benefits incidental to ownership of the
leased asset.				
				
Operating lease payments are charges
to Statement of Comprehensive Income
in the periods in which they are incurred.
				

Useful lives
40 years

Infrastructure

7 to 99 years

Plant and equipment

5 to 20 years

Operating lease payments are
recognised as an expense on a
straight-line basis over the lease term.		
		
(xi) Intangible assets			
The Trust recognises intangible assets
only if it is probable that future economic
benefits will flow to the entity and the
cost of the asset can be measured
reliably. Intangible assets are measured
initially at cost. Where an asset is
acquired at no or nominal cost, the cost
is its fair value as at the date of
acquisition.				
				
All research costs are expensed.
Development costs are only capitalised
when certain criteria are met.		
The useful lives of intangible assets are
assessed to be finite.			
Intangible assets are subsequently
measured at fair value only if there is an
active market. As there is no active
market for the Trust’s intangible assets,
the assets are carried at cost less any
accumulated amortisation and
impairment losses.				
				
The Trust’s intangible assets are
amortised using the straight line
method over a period of between 5
and 20 years.				
				
Intangible assets are tested for
impairment where an indicator of
impairment exists. If the recoverable
amount is less than its carrying amount,
the carrying amount is reduced to
recoverable amount and the reduction is
recognised as an impairment loss.		
		
(xii) Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are nonderivative financial assets with fixed
or determinable payments that are
not quoted in an active market. These
financial assets are recognised initially
at fair value, usually based on the
transaction cost, or face value.
Subsequent measurement is at
amortised cost using the effective
interest method, less an allowance for
any impairment of receivables. Any
changes are recognised in the net
result for the year when impaired, the
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recognised or through the
amortisation process.
Short-term receivables with no stated
interest rate are measured at the original
invoice amount where the effect of
discounting is immaterial.
			
(xiii) Inventories			
Inventories held for distribution are
stated at cost, adjusted when
applicable, for any loss of service
potential. Inventories (other than those
held for distribution) are stated at the
lower of cost and net realisable value.
Cost is calculated using the weighted
average cost method.
The cost of inventories acquired at no
cost or for nominal consideration is the
current replacement cost as at the date
of acquisition. Net realisable value is the
estimated selling price in the ordinary
course of business less the estimated
costs of completion and the estimated
costs necessary to make the sale.”		
				
(xiv) Investments			
Investments are initially recognised at
fair value plus, in the case of
investments not at fair through profit
or loss, transaction costs. The Trust
determines the classification of its
financial assets after initial recognition
and, when allowed and appropriate,
re-evaluates this at each financial
year end.				
			
Fair value through profit or loss - The
Trust subsequently measures
investments classified as “held for
trading” or designated upon initial
recognition “at fair value through profit
or loss” at fair value. Financial assets are
classified as “held for trading” if they are
acquired for the purpose of selling in the
near term. Gains or losses on these
assets are recognised in the net result
for the year.				
			
The Hour-Glass Investment Facilities are
designated at fair value through profit or
loss using second leg of the fair value
option under AASB 139.9 (b)(ii); i.e.
these financial assets are managed and
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their performance is evaluated on a
fair value basis, in accordance with a
documented risk management
strategy, and information about these
assets is provided internally on that
basis to the entity’s key management
personnel.				
			
The movement in the fair value of the
Hour-Glass Investment facilities
incorporates distributions received as
well as unrealised movements in fair
value and is reported in the line item
“investment revenue”.			

(xv) Impairment of financial assets
All financial assets, except those
measured at fair value through profit
and loss, are subject to an annual
review for impairment. An allowance for
impairment is established when there is
objective evidence that the Trust will not
be able to collect all amounts due. 		
			
For financial assets carried at amortised
cost, the amount of the allowance is
the difference between the asset’s
carrying amount and the present value
of estimated future cash flows,
discounted at the effective interest rate.
The amount of the impairment loss is
recognised in the net result for the year.
Any reversals of impairment losses are
reversed through the net result for the
year, where there is objective evidence.
However, reversals of impairment
losses on an investment in an equity
instrument classified as “available for
sale” must be made through the
revaluation surplus. Reversals of
impairment losses of financial assets
carried at amortised cost cannot result
in a carrying amount that exceeds what
the carrying amount would have been
had there not been an impairment loss.
		
(xi) De-recognition of financial
assets and financial liabilities		
A financial asset is derecognised when
the contractual rights to the cash flows
from the financial assets expire; or if the
Trust transfers the financial asset:		
				

• where substantially all the risks and
rewards have been transferred or
					
• where the Trust has not transferred
substantially all the risks and
rewards, if the Trust has not retained
control.					
				
Where the Trust has neither transferred
nor retained substantially all the risks and
rewards or transferred control, the asset
is recognised to the extent of the Trusts
continuing involvement in the asset.		
				
A financial liability is derecognised when
the obligation specified in the contract is
discharged or cancelled or expires.		
		
(xvii) Trust funds			
The Trust receives monies in a trustee
capacity for various trusts as set out in
Note 21. As the Trust performs only a
custodial role in respect of these
monies, and because the monies
cannot be used for the achievement of
the Trust’s own objectives, these funds
are not recognised in the financial
statements.				
				
(xviii) Other assets		
Other assets are recognised on a
historical cost basis.			
				
(i) Liabilities				
			
(i) Payables		
These amounts represent liabilities for
goods and services provided to the Trust
and other amounts. Payables are
recognised initially at fair value, usually
based on the transaction cost or face
value. Subsequent measurement is at
amortised cost using the effective interest
method. Short-term payables with no
stated interest rate are measured at the
original invoice amount where the effect
of discounting is immaterial.			
				
(ii) Personnel services and related
payables
			
As a result of the Government Sector
Employee Act 2013, employees of the
Trust are reported as employees of a
Division of the Government Services
(refer also Note 1(a))
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(a) Salaries and wages, annual
leave, sick leave and on-costs
Salaries and wages (including nonmonetary benefits), annual leave and
paid sick leave that are expected to be
settled wholly within 12 months after
the end of the period in which the
employees render the service are
recognised and measured at the
undiscounted amounts of the benefits.
These amounts were payable to Office
of Environment and Heritage (refer to
Note 1(a)).				
Annual leave that is not expected to be
settled wholly before twelve months
after the end of the annual reporting
period in which the employees render
the related service. As such, it is required
to be measured at present value in
accordance with AASB 119 Employee
Benefits. Actuarial advice obtained by
Treasury has confirmed that the use of a
nominal annual leave plus annual leave
on the nominal liability (using 7.9% of the
nominal value of annual leave) can be
used to approximate the present value
of the annual leave liability. The Trust has
assessed the actuarial advice based on
the Trust’s circumstances and has
determined that the effect of discounting
is immaterial to annual leave.			
				
Unused non-vesting sick leave does not
give rise to a liability as it is not
considered probable that sick leave
taken in the future will be greater than
the benefits accrued in the future.		
				
(b) Long service leave and
superannuation
The Trust’s liabilities for long service
leave and defined benefit
superannuation are assumed by the
Crown Entity through the Office of
Environment and Heritage. The Trust
accounts for the liability as having been
extinguished, resulting in the amount
assumed being shown as part of the
grants and contributions item described
as Personnel services assumed by the
Crown Entity (refer Note 3(d)).		
					

Long service leave is measured at
present value in accordance with AASB
119 Employee Benefits. This is based
on the application of certain factors
(specified in NSWTC 14/04) to
employees with five or more years of
service, using current rates of pay.
These factors were determined based
on an actuarial review to approximate
present value. 				
		
The superannuation expense for the
financial year is determined by using the
formulae specified in the Treasurer’s
Directions. The expense for certain
superannuation schemes (i.e. Basic
Benefit and First State Super) is
calculated as a percentage of the
employees’ salary. For other
superannuation schemes (i.e. State
Superannuation Scheme and State
Authorities Superannuation Scheme),
the expense is calculated as a multiple
of the employees’ superannuation
contributions.				
		
(c) Consequential on-costs
Consequential on-costs to employment
are recognised as liabilities and
expenses where the employee benefits
to which they relate have been
recognised. This includes outstanding
amounts of payroll tax, workers’
compensation insurance premiums and
fringe benefits tax.				
				

(j) Fair value hierarchy

A number of the Trust’s accounting
policies and disclosures require the
measurement of fair values, for both
financial and non-financial assets and
liabilities. When measuring fair value,
the valuation technique used maximises
the use of relevant observable inputs
and minimises the use of unobservable
inputs. Under AASB 13, the Trust
categorises, for disclosure purposes,
the valuation techniques based on the
inputs used in the valuation techniques
as follows:				
			
- Level 1: quoted prices in active
markets for identical assets/ liabilities
that the Trust can access at the
measurement date.			

- Level 2: inputs other than quoted
prices included within Level 1 that are
observable, either directly or indirectly.		
			
- Level 3: inputs that are not based on
observable market data (unobservable
inputs).					
		
The Trust recognises transfers between
levels of the value hierarchy at the end
of the reporting period during the
change has occurred.
Refer Note 12 for further disclosures
regarding fair value measurement of
non-financial assets.			
				
(k) Equity and reserves 		
		
(i) Revaluation surplus			
The revaluation surplus is used to
record increments and decrements on
the revaluation of non-current assets.
This accords with the Trust’s policy on
the revaluation of property, plant and
equipment as discussed in note 1(h) (iii).
				
(ii) Accumulated funds		
The category ‘Accumulated funds’
includes all current and prior period
retained funds.				
		
(l) Budgeted amounts 		
The budgeted amounts are drawn from
the original budgeted financial
statements presented to Parliament in
respect of the reporting period.
Subsequent amendments to the
original budget (e.g. adjustment for
transfer of functions between entities as
a result of Administrative Arrangements
Orders) are not reflected in the
budgeted amounts. Major variances
between the original budgeted amounts
and the actual amounts disclosed in the
primary financial statements are
explained in Note 19.			
				

(m) Comparative information

Except when an Australian Accounting
Standard permits or requires otherwise,
comparative information is presented in
respect of the previous period for all
amounts reported in the financial
statements. 			
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(n) Changes in accounting policy,
including new or revised
Australian Accounting Standards

• AASB 14 and AASB 2014-1(Part D)
regarding Regulatory Deferral
Accounts				
			

(i) Effective for the first time in
2014-15			
The accounting policies applied in
2014-15 are consistent with those of
the previous financial year except as a
result of the following new or revised
Australian Accounting Standards that
have been applied for the first time in
2014-15 including AASB 1055
Budgetary Reporting and AASB 10
Consolidated Financial Statements. 		

• AASB 15 and AASB 2014-5
regarding Revenue from Contracts
with Customers			
				

The impact of AASB 1055 in the period
of initial application includes:			
- updated “example accounting policy
note”, Note 1(l) “budgeted amounts”
and Note 19 “budget review” to reflect
changes in budgetary reporting
disclosures. 				
				
- budgeted amounts disclosed in the
financial statements must now be
drawn from the original budgeted
financial statements presented to
Parliament in accordance with AASB
1055. Any adjustments resulting in
major variances between original
budget and actual figures should be
included in the entity’s explanation of
major variances in Note 19.			

• AASB 2015-1 Amendments to
Australian Accounting Standards
– Annual Improvements to
Australian Accounting Standards
2012–2014 Cycle			
				
• AASB 2015-2 Amendments to
Australian Accounting Standards
– Disclosure Initiative: Amendments
to AASB 101				
			
• AASB 2015-3 Amendments to
Australian Accounting Standards
arising from the Withdrawal of
AASB 1031 Materiality			
		
These standards have been assessed
for their possible impact on the financial
statements, if any, in the period of their
initial application. The assessment
concluded that there will be no material
impact.					
			

(ii) Issued but not yet effective		
NSW public sector entities are not
permitted to early adopt new Australian
Accounting Standards, unless Treasury
determines otherwise. 			
		
The following new Australian
Accounting Standards have not been
applied and are not yet effective (NSW
Treasury mandate TC 15/03). 		
			
• AASB 9, AASB 2010-7, AASB
2013-9 (Part C), AASB 2014-1
(Part E), AASB 2014-7 and AASB
2014-8 regarding financial
instruments				
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Note

2015
$’000

2014
$’000

19,399
1,350
399
1,431
747
496
1,267
25,089
1,759
26,848

19,413
590
405
1,428
645
573
1,259
24,313
1,224
25,537

(a) Personnel services expenses
Personnel services are acquired from the Office of Environment and Heritage,
Department of Premier and Cabinet and comprises:
Salaries and wages (including annual leave)
Redundancy payments
Superannuation - defined benefit plans
Superannuation - defined contribution plans
Long service leave
Workers' compensation insurance
Payroll and fringe benefits tax
Personnel services - agency staff
Total personnel services expenses

2015
$’000

2014
$’000

Auditor's remuneration - audit of the financial statements

65

61

Internal audit

14

32

Note
(b) Other operating expenses

Bad debts (net)
Operating lease rental expense - minimum lease payments

7,19

6

(13)

185

252

Insurance

362

391

Advertising

192

161

Consultants

424

823

Legal fees

280

104

Purchase of plant and equipment under $5,000

371

282

Plant and equipment hire

390

437

Cost of sales

497

600

Stores and provisions

1,634

950

Maintenance

3,728

2,764

772

826

15

290

Energy
Contractors
Telephone and communication
Cleaning and waste collection

111

122

1,367

1,378

Books, printing and publications

280

187

Travel

188

210

Motor vehicle

138

135

Rates

262

285

Security

579

516

Other
Total operating expenses

3,840

2,019

15,700

12,812
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2. Expenses Excluding Losses (continued)
(b) Other operating expenses (continued)
Other operating expenses include in kind contributions (professional fees and stores and provisions) received from vendors
and sponsors during the year. Total amount of in kind contributions received was $174,225 (2014 -$152,000) and included
in Note 3(d) Grants and contributions
						
Other operating expenses - other include a provision of legal settlement for Plantbank $1,284,922 (2014 - nil). Refer Note 24
Events after the reporting period.							

Note
Maintenance Reconciliation:
Maintenance expense, included above

2015

2014

$’000

$’000

3,728

2,764

Maintenance related personnel services
included in salaries and wages in note 2(a)

9,678

9,589

13,406

12,353

Note

2015
$’000

2014
$’000

11
11
11
11,19

3,562
2,539
1,269
7,370

3,571
2,410
1,274
7,255

Note

2015
$’000

2014
$’000

16
16

300
62
362

Total maintenance expenses

(c) Depreciation expense
Buildings
Infrastructure systems
Plant and equipment
Total depreciation expenses

(d) Grants and subsidies
NSW public sector agencies
Other
Total

The Trust provides free of charge horticultural services to the Department of Premier and Cabinet to maintain Government
House gardens and grounds, and a florist who develops flower arrangements for Government House functions. The total
cost of support to 30 June 2015 was $211,402 (2014 $241,492).		
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3. Revenue

(a) Sales of goods and services
Gross sales through the shops
Location hire
Parking meter
Fees received
Other
Total
(b) Investment revenue
Rent
Interest revenue from financial assets
at fair value through profit or loss
‘TCorp Hour-Glass Investment Facilities designated
at fair value through profit or loss
Total

2015
$’000

2014
$’000

987
4,081
2,567
796
27
8,458

1,272
3,147
2,507
654
2
7,582

8,971

4,997

153

106

92
9,216

100
5,203

Rental income for 2015 includes an adjustment of $3,889,229 in relation to the straight lining of Domain car park lease
income in accordance with the requirements of AASB 117 Leases. The adjustment includes $2,756,926 which was related
to the period from 1 May 2012 (commencement of the lease) to 30 June 2014. This amount is not considered material and
was adjusted in the current year.							

(c) Parking fine and penalty income
Total

(d) Grants and contributions
Grants and donations
NSW Government through Department of Premier and Cabinet
NSW Government through NSW Department of Planning & Environment
Research grants
Personnel Services assumed by Crown Entity
Total

1,450
1,450

1,186
1,186

2,897
26,776
1,085
1,105
31,863

3,522
29,527
940
1,018
35,007

Grants and donations include $174,225 (2014 - $152,000) for in-kind contributions received from vendors and sponsors.
Research grants are applied to those areas of scientific endeavour sponsored by the grantor.
The following liabilities and / or expenses have been assumed by the Crown Entity:
Superannuation – defined benefit
Long service leave
Payroll tax
Total

345
707
53
1,105

408
580
30
1,018
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3. Revenue (continued)

(e) Other revenue
Insurance recoveries
Cost recoveries and other non user charges
Other
Total

2015
$’000

2014
$’000

204
723
3
930

162
722
1,028
1,912

19

Insurance recoveries includes hindsight adjustments for previous financial years. Cost recoveries and other non user
charges include damage and utility costs recovered from event customers and car parking recoveries from staff. For 2014,
“Other” includes $1.0 million for the value of statues and monuments recognised for the first time from the valuation of the
Collection Assets conducted for that year (Refer Note 11 & Note 12).							

4. Loss on Disposal

Proceeds from the sale of assets
Written down value of assets disposed
Loss on disposal of assets

11,19

2015
$’000
20
(68)
(48)

2014
$’000
95
(3,062)
(2,967)

Loss on disposal of assets for 2014 include partial disposal of the Sydney Tropical Centre assets due to its major
refurbishment project as well as other infrastructure assets decommissioned or replaced during the year.

5. Service Groups of the Trust
Service Group 1 - Science and Public Programs							
This service group covers research of plant diversity cultivation and pathology, informing and contributing to policies relating
to flora, vegetation and biodiversity; enhancing and maintaining the State collection of preserved plants and NSW Seedbank;
designing and delivering plant related programs for specific visitor and outreach groups; and delivering volunteer programs
to support Trust objectives.							
							
Service Group 2 - Botanic Gardens and Parks
						
This service group covers managing, making accessible and interpreting the landscapes and living collections of plants in
the botanic gardens; maintaining conservation collections; conserving and interpreting the Aboriginal and cultural heritage of
the botanic gardens; and making Trust sites available for community events, commercial events, sport and recreation
events.							
							

6. Current Assets - Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash at bank and on hand
Petty cash
At call deposits - T Corp
23

5,244
4
883
6,131

5,086
8
2,388
7,482

Cash and cash equivalent assets recognised in the statement of financial position are reconciled at the end of the financial
year to the Statement of Cash Flows as follows:
Closing cash and cash equivalents (per statement of cash flows)

6,131

Restricted assets listed in Note 13 are included in the cash and cash equivalents amounts.
Refer Note 23 for details regarding credit risk, liquidity risk and market risk arising from financial instrument.
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7. CURRENT ASSETS - RECEIVABLES
2015

2014

$’000

$’000

Sales of goods and services

23

932

626

Less: Allowance for impairment

20

(15)

(9)

917

617

305

212

Retained taxes - GST receivable
Prepayments
Total

432

26

1,654

855

(9)

(93)

* Movement in the allowance for impairment:
Balance as at 1 July
Amounts written off during the year
Amounts provided during the year (net)

33
2(b), 20

(6)

13

-

38

(15)

(9)

Other adjustments
Balance at 30 June

Refer Note 23 for details regarding credit risk, liquidity risk and market risk arising from financial instrument.

8. Current Assets - Inventories
Shop stock held for resale

118

166

Total

118

166

1,560

-

1,560

-

9. Current Assets - Financial Assets
Term deposits
Total

23

10. Non Current Assets - Receivables
Straight lining of operating lease - Domain car park

4,278

-

Total

4,278

-

Non current receivables represent the straight lining of Domain car park lease income in accordance with the
requirements of AASB 117 Leases (refer to Note 3(b)). The total balance above includes output tax credits of
$388,922 that are expected to be paid to the ATO. 							
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11. Non-Current Assets - Property, Plant and Equipment
Land and

Plant and

building

equipment

Infrastructure
systems

Collection
assets

WIP

Total

$'000

$'000

$'000

$'000

$'000

$'000

311,792

11,723

84,620

47,242

11,532

and impairment

(45,389)

(6,391)

(33,204)

-

-

Net carrying amount

266,403

5,332

51,416

47,242

11,532

466,909
(84,984)
381,925

364,374

12,734

99,780

47,244

7,040

531,172

and impairment

(49,591)

(7,700)

(38,585)

-

-

Net carrying amount

314,783

5,034

61,195

47,244

7,040

(95,876)
435,296

At 1 July 2014 - fair value
Gross carrying amount
Accumulated Depreciation

At 30 June 2015 - fair value
Gross carrying amount
Accumulated Depreciation

Reconciliation
A reconciliation of the carrying amount of each class of property, plant and equipment at the beginning and end of
the current reporting period is set out below.							

Land and

Plant and Infrastructure
systems

Collection
assets

WIP

Total

$'000

$'000

$'000

$'000

$’000

266,403

5,332

51,416

47,242

11,532

480

748

966

2

3,814

4

-

(15)

(42)

-

(11)

2(c),19

50,830
632
(3,562)

238
(1,269)

3,969
7,425
(2,539)

381,925
6,010
(68)
54,799
(7,370)

314,783

5,034

61,195

Note

building

equipment

$'000

Year ended 30 June 2015
Net carrying amount
at start of year
Additions
Disposals
Net revaluation increment
Transfer from WIP
Depreciation expense

- (8,295)
-

Net carrying amount
at end of year
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11. Non-Current Assets - Property, Plant and Equipment (continued)

Note

Land and

Plant and

building

equipment

Infrastructure
systems

Collection
assets

WIP

Total

$'000

$'000

$'000

$'000

$'000

$'000

255,573

5,190

52,412

40,129

21,575

117

916

353

-

8,777

374,879
10,163

(1,142)
15,426
(3,571)

(95)
87
508
(1,274)

(693)
1,754
(2,410)

1,024
6,089
-

(1,132)
(17,688)
-

1,024
(3,062)
6,176
(7,255)

266,403

5,332

51,416

47,242

11,532

381,925

Year ended 30 June 2014
Net carrying amount
at start of year
Additions
Assets recognised
first time
Disposals

3(e),19
4

Net revaluation increment
Transfer from WIP
Depreciation expense

2(c),19

Net carrying amount
at end of year
(a) Revaluation

Land
Land comprising Royal Botanic Garden Sydney & Domain, the Australian Botanic Garden Mount Annan and Blue Mountains
Botanic Garden Mount Tomah totalling 731.9 Hectares was independently valued by E Ferdinands AAPI (Val). The valuation
was formulated on the basis of market buying price or the best available market evidence where market prices cannot be
observed. The valuation dated 30 April 2015 is $211 million. *
Buildings and Infrastructure system - Other
Valuation of building and infrastructure systems (including Farm Cove Sea Wall, roads, landscaping and fences) was
independently undertaken by Kieran Newton B. Bus (Land Ec.) on 30 June 2011. The basis of valuation was depreciated
replacement cost other than heritage assets which are valued at replacement costs. Assets under the Plantbank and the
Biome project were independently undertaken by Ben Greenwood Registered Valuer and Gregory C. Rowe B.Bus. FAPI. on
30 June 2014 on the depreciated replacement cost method. The valuations have been updated for market value movement
as at 30 April 2015. *
Domain Car Park
Valuation of the Domain Multi Storey Car Park was independently undertaken by Kieran P Newton (Land Ec) AAPI (Val) under
a methodology of direct market value input. The valuation is dated 30 June 2012 and has been updated for market value
movement on 30 April 2015.
Collection Assets
Valuation of statues and monuments was independently undertaken by Cameron Dunsford B.Bus FAPI MRICS SPINZ and
Helen Miller AVAA CPV B.A. (Fine Arts/ Archaeology) in 2014. Valuation of other collection assets was undertaken by
Cameron Dunsford B.Bus FAPI MRICS SPINZ in 2011. Management estimates no material movements occurs for the
collection assets since the last valuation.
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11. Non-Current Assets - Property, Plant and Equipment (continued)

(b) Work in progress
Included in property, plant and equipment are the following amounts of work in progress which will not commence to be
depreciated until construction is completed or the items are installed ready for use:		

2015
$’000
6,640
400
7,040

Buildings
Infrastructure Systems - Roads, fences, gates and underground services
Total

2014
$’000
2,935
8,597
11,532

* There has been no material change in the market value in the period between 30 April 2015 and 30 June 2015.

12. Fair Value Measurement of Non-Financial Assets
(a) Fair value hierarchy
PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (Note 11)							
				
Year ended 30 June 2015
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

		
Total
fair value

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

Land and Building

-

259,248

55,535

314,783

Infrastructure Systems

-

-

61,195

61,195

Collection Assets

-

9,894

37,351

47,245

Total

-

269,142

154,081

423,223

* There were no transfers between Level 1 or 2 during the period.
							
Year ended 30 June 2014

						
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Total
fair value

Land and Building

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

-

213,165

53,238

266,403

Infrastructure Systems

-

-

51,416

51,416

Collection Assets

-

9,894

37,349

47,243

Total

-

223,059

142,003

365,062

There were no transfers between Level 1 or 2 during the period.
(b) Valuation techniques, inputs and processes
Level 2 Measurements

Land
Land has been valued using the market approach. The rates per square metre of land sold for open space purposes have
been directly compared to the subject property having regard to matters such as heritage restrictions, zoning, location,
topography, aspect, frontage, size, shape, date of contract execution and current market condition.			
Domain Car Park							
The Domain Car Park building was revalued using the income approach. The value of the car park was derived from the
direct comparison method and capitalisation of rental income.							
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12. Fair Value Measurement of Non-Financial Assets

Collection assets							
Collection assets under Level 2 measurement include a number of statues and monuments valued under the market
approach. These items were valued by comparing to known sales of similar assets.
Level 3 Measurements

Building & infrastructure systems							
”These assets include heritage buildings, scientific buildings and other assets of a specialised nature which do not trade in
the market place. They are valued under the cost approach based on actual cost information on more recent assets and by
utilising available costing guides to determine value based on the size and condition of the relevant asset. It is difficult to
comment definitively on quantitative information given the diversity of the asset base.
The assets have been physically inspected and valued using replacement costs based on their condition and structure.”

Collection assets											
Collection assets under Level 3 include artworks, library and rare books as well as a number of statues and monuments
valued under the cost approach. The assets have been physically inspected and valued using replacement costs based on
their condition and structure.		
(c) Reconciliation of recurring level 3 fair value measurements
							
						
Year ended 30 June 2015
Building Infrastructure
Collection
Total recurring
Systems
Fair value as at 1 July 2014

Assets Level 3 Fair Value

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

53,238

51,416

37,350

142,003

Additions

480

966

2

1,448

Disposals

-

(42)

-

(42)

3,649

3,969

-

7,618

Revaluation increments recognised in
other comprehensive income - included in line
item Net increase in property, plant and
equipment revaluation surplus

632

7,425

-

8,057

Depreciation

Transfer from WIP

(2,464)

(2,539)

-

(5,003)

Fair value as at 30 June 2015
					
Year ended 30 June 2014

55,535

61,195

37,352

154,081

Fair value as at 1 July 2013

41,333

52,412

32,511

126,256

117

353

-

470

-

-

205

205

-

-

4,633

4,633

Disposals

(1,142)

(693)

-

(1,835)

Transfer from WIP

15,426

1,754

-

17,180

Depreciation

(2,496)

(2,410)

-

(4,906)

Fair value as at 30 June 2014

53,238

51,416

37,349

142,003

Additions
Assets Recognised First Time
Revaluation increments recognised in
other comprehensive income - included in line
item Net increase in property, plant and
equipment revaluation surplus
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13. Restricted Assets
2015

2014

$’000

$’000

504

492

Cosh bequest
Swane bequest

31

31

Webster bequest

134

130

Slade bequest

209

205

Research

2,604

218

Total

3,482

1,076

											

These contributions are held in TCorp cash facilities and are applied in accordance with the conditions on each contribution.
The Cosh bequest is for the purpose of the National Herbarium of NSW. The Swane bequest is for the purpose of botany,
horticulture, research, education, expeditions, statues, fountains and buildings at Mount Annan Botanic Garden. The
Webster bequest is to be used for the National Herbarium of NSW. The Slade Bequest established to promote the harmony
of mankind with the earth through the study and application of natural sciences. 						
Research grants are applied to areas of scientific endeavour sponsored by the grantors, including $150,621.31 received
from Arcadia Fund for the Rainforest Seed Conservation Project.							

14. Current Liabilities - Payables
2015

2014

$’000

$’000

Creditors

1,348

1,349

Personnel services

3,445

3,316

Provision for legal settlement

1,285

-

417

327

6,495

4,992

Unearned revenue
Total

											

The Provision for legal settlement was related to Plantbank legal claims. Refer Note 2(b) Other operating expenses and Note
24 Events after the reporting period.
						
Details regarding credit risk, liquidity risk and market risk, including a maturity analysis of the above payables are disclosed in
Note 23 Financial Instruments.							

15. Non Current Liabilities - Payables
2015

2014

$’000

$’000

Personnel services

68

85

GST payable to the Australian Taxation Office

389

-

Total

457

85

											

As a result of the Government Sector Employment Act 2013, employees of the Trust are reported as employees of a Division of
the Government Service. Personal Services were provided by Department of Premier and Cabinet up to 23 February 2014.
From 24 February 2014 the Office of Environment and Heritage has provided these services as per Administrative Arrangement
Order 2014 No. 11. The Trust reports employee related information as “personnel services” in its financial statements.		
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16. Commitments for Expenditure
(a) Capital commitments
Aggregate capital expenditure for the acquisition of goods
contracted for at balance date and not provided for:
- Not later than one year
Total
(b) Operating lease commitments
Future non-cancellable operating lease rentals not provided for and payable:
- Not later than one year
- Later than one year, and not later than five years
Total

2015
$’000

2014
$’000

14,951
14,951

364
364

119

160

104
223

109
269

The total commitments above includes input tax credits of $1,379,457 (2013-14 $57,484) that are expected to be
recoverable from the ATO.							

17. Related Parties
Service Group 1 - Science and Public Programs							
The related parties are the Trustees of the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain Trust.					
							
The following persons were trustees during the financial year:							
							
KEN BOUNDY (Chair)							
DIANA EILERT							
SANDRA HOOK 							
IAN BREEDON 							
GEOFF BAILEY (Appointed 1 July)							
DR ROBYN McCONCHIE							
MARIA ATKINSON AM							
							
No loans or advances were provided to the Chair or Trustees of the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain Trust.			
				
Amounts totalling $48,375 (2014 - $54,280) have been paid or are payable to the trustees as trustee fees.			
								

18. Contingent Liabilities

The Trust has no contingent assets or liabilities as at 30 June 2015. The contingent liability of $1.3 million disclosed in the 30
June 2014 financial statements has been recognised as a provision in the current year. Refer Note 2(b) Other operating
expenses, Note 14. Current liabilities - payables and Note 24. Events after reporting date.

19. Budget Review
Net result							
The net result of $1.9 million is $4.2 million under the budget of $6.1 million mainly due to the capital grants for major capital
projects being rescheduled to the following financial year.							
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19. Budget Review

Assets and liabilities							
Total net assets of $442.1 million is $56.3 million over the budget of $385.7 million mainly due to revaluation of the Trust’s
land, buildings and infrastructure assets.
Cash flows							
Net decrease in cashflow of $1.4 million is $1.7 million favourable to the budget of a $3.1 million decrease. This is mainly due
to unspent grants and donations carried forward to next financial year.

20. Reconciliation of Cash Flows from Operating Activities to Net Result
Note

2015

2014

$’000

$’000

5,980

11,177

2(c), 11

(7,370)

(7,255)

2(b)

(6)

13

(1,204)

(439)

4,583

404

Net cash used from operating activities
Depreciation
Allowance for impairment (net)
Decrease / (increase) in payables
Increase / (decrease) in prepayments and other assets
Assets recognised first time
Net gain / (loss) on sale of plant and equipment
Net Result

3(e), 11

-

1,024

4

(48)

(2,967)

1,935

1,957

21. Trust Funds
The Trust received a bequest from Clive and Lorna Backhouse in 2011 which has been held in Trust in a term deposit
account with the National Australia Bank. At the balance sheet date, the bequest was excluded from the financial statements
as the Trust was still clarifying the use of the bequest for the achievement of its objectives. No drawdown has been made at
that time.							
							
The following is a summary of the transactions in the trust account:							

Cash balance at the beginning of the financial year
Add: Interest Revenue
Cash balance at the end of the financial year

2015

2014

$’000

$’000

1,286

1,253

51

33

1,337

1,286

In August 2015, the Trust accepted the Backhouse bequest by setting up a scholarship which complies with the conditions
of the bequest. As a result the Trust recognised the funds as its asset and revenue in that month (refer Note 24 Events after
the reporting period).							
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22. Lease
The Trust has entered into a number of agreements whereby land and buildings owned by the Trust are leased to third
parties for the purpose of operating various commercial enterprises. The term of these agreements run from one to twentyone years.													
							
Details of the assets leased are:
Land and buildings							
2015

2014

$’000

$’000

Gross amount of leased assets

54,657

48,734

Accumulated depreciation

(3,872)

(5,397)

Total

50,785

43,337

1,243

1,218

Depreciation expense for the year

Future minimum lease payments receivable							
2015

2014

$’000

$’000

6,093

6,272

Later than one year and not later than five years

28,878

29,305

Later than five years

67,047

72,713

102,018

108,289

Not later than one year

Total (including GST)

23. Financial Instruments
The Trust’s principal financial instruments are outlined below. These financial instruments arise directly from the Trust’s
operations or are required to finance the Trust’s operations. The Trust does not enter into or trade financial instruments,
including derivative financial instruments, for speculative purposes.
The Trust’s main risks arising from financial instruments are outlined below, together with the Trust’s objectives, policies and
processes for measuring and managing risk. Further quantitative and qualitative disclosures are included throughout these
financial statements.
The Board of Trustees has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of risk management and reviews and
agrees policies for managing each of these risks. Risk management policies are established to identify and analyse the risks
faced by the Trust, to set risk limits and controls and to monitor risks. Compliance with policies is reviewed by the Audit and
Risk Committee on a continuous basis.							
Financial Assets

Note

Category

Class

Carrying

Carrying

Amount 2015

Amount 2015

$’000

$’000

6,131

7,482

Cash and cash equivalent

6

N/A

Receivables

7

Receivables
(at amortised cost)

917

617

Financial assets - term deposits

9

at amortised cost

1,560

-

10

Non current receivables
4,278

-

Non-current receivables

(at amortised cost)
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23. Financial Instruments (continued)
Financial Liabilities

Note

Category

Carrying

Carrying

Amount 2015

Amount 2014

$’000

$’000

1,348

1,349

Class
Payables

14

Financial liabilities
measured at amortised cost

Notes			
1.    Excludes statutory receivables and prepayments (i.e. not within scope of AASB 7).			
2. Excludes statutory payables and unearned revenue (i.e. not within scope of AASB 7).
(b) Credit risk
			
Credit risk arises when there is the possibility of the Trust’s debtors defaulting on their contractual obligations, resulting in a financial
loss to the Trust. The maximum exposure to credit risk is generally represented by the carrying amount of the financial assets (net
of any allowance for impairment).
Credit risk arises from the financial assets of the Trust, including cash, receivables and authority deposits. No collateral is held by
the Trust. The Trust has not granted any financial guarantees.							
Credit risk associated with the Trust’s financial assets, other than receivables is managed through the selection of counterparties
and establishment of minimum credit rating standards. Authority deposits held with NSW TCorp are guaranteed by the State. 		
					
(i) Cash							
Cash comprises cash on hand and bank balances within the NSW Treasury Banking System. Interest is earned on daily bank
balances at the monthly average NSW Treasury Corporation (TCorp) 11am unofficial cash rate, adjusted for a management fee to
NSW Treasury. The TCorp Hour Glass cash facility is discussed in paragraph (d) below.						
(ii) Accounts Receivable - Trade Debtors							
All trade debtors are recognised as amounts receivable at balance date. Collectability of trade debtors is reviewed on an ongoing
basis. Procedures as established in the Treasurer’s Directions are followed to recover outstanding amounts, including letters of
demand. Debts which are known to be uncollectible are written off. An allowance for impairment is raised when there is objective
evidence that the Trust will not be able to collect all amounts due. This evidence includes past experience, and current and
expected changes in economic conditions and debtor credit ratings. No interest is earned on trade debtors. Sales are made on a
30 day term.
							
The Trust is not materially exposed to concentrations of credit risk to a single trade debtor or group of debtors. Based on past
experience, debtors that are not past due (2015: $815,000; 2014: $582,000) and less than 6 months past due (2015: $33,000;
2014: $70,000) are not considered impaired. Together, these represent 98% of the total trade debtors. 				
			
The only financial assets that are past due or impaired are ‘sales of goods and services’ in the ‘receivables’ category of the
statement of financial position. 							
$’000
2015

Total

Past due but
not impaired

49

49

-

-

-

-

24

9

15

17

17

-

3 months - 6 months overdue

6

6

-

> 6 months overdue

9

-

9

< 3 months overdue
3 months - 6 months overdue
> 6 months overdue

Considered
impaired

2014
< 3 months overdue
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23. Financial Instruments (continued)
(iii) Authority Deposit
The Trust has placed funds on deposit with TCorp and National Australia Bank (NAB) which have been rated ‘AAA’ and
“A-1+” respectively by Standard and Poor’s. These deposits are similar to money market or bank deposits and can be
placed ‘at call’ or a fixed term. For fixed term deposits, the interest rate payable by both institutes are negotiated initially and
is fixed for the term of the deposit, while interest payable on at calls can vary. The TCorp deposits at balance date was
earning an interest rate of 1.95%, while over the year the weighted average interest rate was 2.30%. None of these assets
are past due or impaired.												
									
(c) Liquidity risk									
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Trust will be unable to meet its payment obligations when they fall due. The Trust
continuously manages risk through monitoring future cash flows and maturities planning to ensure adequate holding of high
quality liquid assets. The objective is to maintain a balance between continuity of funding and flexibility through the use of
overdrafts, loans and other advances.
The Trust’s exposure to liquidity risk is deemed insignificant based on prior periods’ data and current assessment of risk.
							
The liabilities are recognised for amounts due to be paid in the future for goods or services received, whether or not invoiced.
Amounts owing to suppliers (which are unsecured) are settled in accordance with the policy set out in NSW TC 11/12. For
small business suppliers, where terms are not specified, payment is made not later than 30 days from date of receipt of a
correctly rendered invoice. For other suppliers, if trade terms are not specified, payment is made no later than the end of the
month following the month in which an invoice or a statement is received. For small business suppliers, where payment is not
made within the specified time period, simple interest must be paid automatically unless an existing contract specifies
otherwise. The financial liabilities of the Trust are non-interest bearing and mature within 1 year.
(d) Market risk									
Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in
market prices. The Trust’s exposures to market risk are primarily through interest rate risk on the Trust’s deposits with TCorp.
The Trust has no exposure to foreign currency risk and does not enter into commodity contracts.				
									
The effect on profit and equity due to a reasonably possible change in risk variable is outlined in the information below, for
interest rate risk and other price risk. A reasonably possible change in risk variable has been determined after taking into
account the economic environment in which the Trust operates and the time frame for the assessment (i.e. until the end of
the next annual reporting period). The sensitivity analysis is based on risk exposures in existence at the statement of financial
position date. The analysis is performed on the same basis for 2015. The analysis assumes that all other variables remain
constant.
(i) Interest rate risk									
The Trust has no interest bearing receivables and liabilities. The Trust does not account for any fixed rate financial
instruments at fair value through profit or loss or as available-for-sale. Therefore, for these financial instruments, a change in
interest rates would not affect profit or loss or equity. A reasonably possible change of +/- 1.0% is used, consistent with
current trends in interest rates. The basis will be reviewed annually and amended where there is a structural change in the
level of interest rate volatility. The Trust’s exposure to interest rate risk is set out below. 					
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23. Financial Instruments (continued)
$’000
Carrying
amount

$’000

-1.0%
Profit

1%
Equity

Profit

Equity

2015
Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents

6,131

(61)

(61)

61

61

Financial assets - term deposits

1,560

(16)

(16)

16

16

Total

7,691

(77)

(77)

77

77

2014
Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents

7,482

(75)

(75)

75

75

Total

7,482

(75)

(75)

75

75

(ii) Other price risk - TCorp Hour Glass facilities									
Exposure to ‘other price risk’ primarily arises through the investment in the TCorp Hour Glass Investment facilities, which are
held for strategic rather than trading purposes. The Trust has no direct equity investments. The Trust holds units in the
following Hour-Glass investment trust:							
											
Facility
Cash facility
Total TCorp Hour Glass Investment

Investment Sectors
Cash, money market
instruments

Investment horizon
Up to 1.5 years

2015

2014

$’000

$’000

883

2,388

883

2,388

The unit price of each facility is equal to the total fair value of net assets held by the facility divided by the total number of
units on issue for that facility. Unit prices are calculated and published daily.					
		
NSW TCorp as trustee for each of the above facilities is required to act in the best interest of the unit holders and to
administer the trusts in accordance with the trust deeds. As trustee, TCorp has appointed external managers to manage
the performance and risks of each facility in accordance with a mandate agreed by the parties. TCorp has also leverage
off internal exposure to manage certain fixed income assets for the Hour-Glass facilities. A significant portion of the
administration of the facilities as outsourced to an external custodian.						
Investment in the Hour Glass facilities limits the Trust exposure to risk, as it follows diversification across a pool of funds,
with different investment horizons and a mix of investments.							
NSW TCorp provides sensitivity analysis information for each of the facilities, using historical based volatility information.
The TCorp Hour Glass Investment facilities are designated at fair value through profit and loss and therefore any change
in unit price impacts directly on profit (rather than equity).							
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23. Financial Instruments (continued)
Change in unit price

Impact on profit / loss

2015

2014

2015

2014

%

%

$’000

$’000

Hour Glass Investment – Cash facility
+/- 1
+/- 1
+/- 9
+/- 24
													
A reasonable possible change is based on percentage change in unit price multiplied by the redemption price as at 30 June
each year for each facility (as advised by TCorp).									
			
(e) Fair value measurement									
Financial instruments are generally recognised at cost, with exception of the TCorp Hour Glass facilities, which are measured
at fair value.
						
The amortised cost of other financial instruments recognised in the statement of financial position approximates the fair value,
because of the short term nature of many of the financial instruments.							
(f) Fair value recognised in the statement of financial position							
						
Fair Value at 30 June 2015
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Total
$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

Hour Glass Investment – Cash facility

-

883

-

883

Total financial assets

-

883

-

883

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

$’000

$’000

$’000

$’000

Financial assets at fair value

Fair Value at 30 June 2014
Financial assets at fair value
Hour Glass Investment – Cash facility

-

2,388

-

2,388

Total financial assets

-

2,388

-

2,388

The table above only includes financial assets, as no financial liabilities were measured at fair value in the statement of
financial position.
						
There were no transfers between different levels during the period ended 30 June 2015 (2014: $Nil).				
			
The value of Hour-Glass Investments is based on the Trust’s share of the value of the underlying assets of the facility, based
on the market value. All of the Hour-Glass facilities are valued using ‘redemption’ pricing.					
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24. Events After the Reporting Period
Plantbank Settlement				
The Trust has been in negotiation with a building contractor over claims made against the Trust in relation to extension of
time costs incurred for defects rectification during the construction of the Plantbank. On 10 August 2015, an expert
appointed under the contract between The Minister of the Environment (represented by the Trust) and the building contractor
in relation to the Plantbank, determined that the building contractor was entitled to a total of $1,284,922, including delay
costs, liquidated damages and interest. As it is probable that the Trust has a present obligation at the reporting date, the
determined amount was recognised in the Trust’s financial statements as a provision under AASB 110 Events after the
reporting period (Refer Note 2(b) Other operating expenses and Note 14 Current liabilities - payables). The Trust intends to
pursue its rights against the design contractor to recover these payments. This has not been recognised in the financial
statements.				
Backhouse Bequest				
The Trust received a bequest from Clive and Lorna Backhouse in 2011 which has been held in Trust in a term deposit
account with the National Australia Bank. At the balance sheet date, the bequest was excluded from the financial statements
as the Trust was still clarifying the use of the bequest for the achievement of its objectives. No drawdown has been made at
that time. In August 2015, the Trust accepted the Backhouse bequest by setting up a scholarship which complies with the
conditions of the bequest. As a result the Trust recognised the funds as its asset and revenue in that month (refer Note 20
Trust Funds).

(END OF AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS)										
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Appendix 1

Governance and
organisational matters

Corporate Governance

The Royal Botanic Gardens & Domain
Trust is a statutory body established by
the Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain
Trust Act 1980. The legislation defines the
objectives, powers and functions of the
Trust and its Board of Trustees, and vests
certain land and property in the Trust.
It also governs the Regulations relating
to all three Botanic Gardens and the
Domain. The Trust is formally accountable
to the Minister for the Environment for
fulfilling its statutory requirements.
Non-executive Board members are
appointed by the Governor of NSW on
the recommendation of the Minister for
a renewable term of up to four years.
The Board’s membership represents a
diversity of expertise and experience in
horticulture, plant sciences, commercial
business, construction, tourism, marketing,
law, industrial relations, education and
cultural and community affairs.
In 2014-15 staff were employed
through the Office of Environment and
Heritage. The assets and programs
remain the responsibility of the Trust.

Credit Card Certification
It is certified that credit card usage
by officers of the Trust has been in
accordance with the following:

• Review of Credit Card Use – Best
Practice TC 05/06 15 August 2005
• Use of Purchasing Cards
and Electronic Payment
Methods - NSW TC 11/15,
13 December 2011
• Treasurer’s Directions 205
(payment of expenses
by Credit Card)
Premiers Department
Policy Guidelines

Legislation and
legal change

There were no changes to
legislation in 2014-15.

Acts administered
by the Trust

The Trust administers and
operates under the terms of
the Royal Botanic Gardens and
Domain Trust Act 1980.

Controlled entities
There are no controlled entities.

Significant judicial
decisions
Kim Ellis
Executive Director
Botanic Gardens & Centennial Parklands

There were no significant judicial
decisions in the 2014-15 year.

Statement of
Responsibility
16 October 2015
The Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain
Trust’s senior management and other
staff have implemented an internal
control process to provide reasonable
assurance regarding the achievement
of the Trust’s objectives. The Trust’s
audit function includes a program of
reviews to assess these controls. This
system of internal control has operated
satisfactorily during 2014-15.

Kim Ellis
Executive Director
Botanic Gardens & Centennial Parklands
Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust Annual Report 2014-15
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TRUSTEE REMUNERATION
Remuneration of Trustees is determined in accordance with the Public Service Commission’s Classification
and Remuneration Framework for NSW Government Boards and Committees. In 2014–15 the Chair
was entitled to receive an annual fee of $30,000 and the other Trustees $3,675 per annum.

Trust liability
Trustees and employees of the Trust are covered by the Treasury Managed Fund for any legal liability, as long as the action
is not illegal or criminal or outside the scope of their duties.

Best practice
In meeting the Trust objectives and setting a clear strategic direction for the organisation, the Trustees are committed to
best practice in corporate governance. In 2014–15, Trustees conducted their activities with reference to the Premier’s
Conduct Guidelines for Members of NSW Government Boards and Committees.

Trustee Attendances
TRUSTEE

TRUST MEETINGS

Ken BOUNDY

5 (6)

Chair since July 2012

Maria ATKINSON

4 (6)

-

Geoff BAILEY

5 (6)

-

Ian BREEDON

5 (6)

-

Diana EILERT

3 (6)

-

Sandra HOOK

4 (6)

-

Dr Robyn McCONCHIE

5 (6)

-

Significant committees established or abolished
No committees were established or abolished in 2014-15.
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The Trustees
Mr Ken Boundy
MAgr Sc, MBA, FAICD

Ken is a company director and business owner with a keen interest in plants, conservation
and biodiversity. He is also Chairman of Regnan Governance, Research and Engagement;
RedBalloon; and Hydrasyst, a ‘clean tech’ water treatment business. Ken also sits on the
boards of Timberlink, Australian Bauxite and NetComm Wireless. In previous executive
roles, Ken headed up Tourism Australia and held senior leadership roles in private sector
businesses in the wine, food and building materials industries, after starting his career as a
research agronomist - where he helped develop lupins as a grain crop. He is a part owner
of Corinna Wilderness Experience, an ecotourism destination in the Tarkine region of
north-west Tasmania.

(Appointed Chair 1 July 2012; Reappointed 1 July 2014, present term expires
30 June 2016)

Ms Maria Atkinson

Maria is an internationally recognised advisor on sustainability, corporate responsibility and
sustainable development and a Director of her angel investment business, XO Pty Ltd which has a particular focus on impact ventures. Maria also holds several Non-Executive
Directorships and Advisory Board memberships including: the Holcim Foundation, the St
James Ethics Centre, The Global Foundation and 1 Million Women. Previously, she held
global executive management positions at Lend Lease Pty Ltd, and was the Founding CEO
of the not-for-profit Green Building Council of Australia. She has also served on the Board
of the USA and World Green Building Council’s. Maria has a Bachelor’s degree from UTS in
Applied Science Environmental Biology and in 2009 she received the UTS Australia Alumni
Award for Excellence. In January 2012, she was awarded a Member of the General Division
of the Order of Australia for service to the construction and real estate sector, particularly as
a leader and contributor to environmentally sustainable building development in Australia.

(Appointed 26 April 2014; present term expires 25 April 2017)

Mr Geoff Bailey
BSArch

Geoff is the Executive Director of the Sydney Harbour Federation Trust. He joined the Trust
as Executive Director in August 1999 after working extensively in NSW for both the public
and private sectors on a range of sensitive historic sites, notable for nine years as head of
Architecture, Conservation and Planning at the Rocks in Sydney. Geoff has also been
involved in the conservation and adaptive reuse of unique historic sites in Central Australia.
Geoff has over 25 years’ experience in planning and managing environmentally sensitive
precincts. In addition to his work in the Rocks, he has worked for the NSW Heritage Council
and was responsible for the conservation of Albert Namatjira’s cottage and the village of
Hermannsburg in the Northern Territory. Geoff established the Sydney Harbour Federation
Trust as a new Commonwealth agency. He has held directorships with National Trust of
Australia (NSW); Point Nepean Trust; Sydney Institute of Marine Science; SIMS Foundation
and is currently a director of the Sydney Harbour Conservancy. Geoff holds a Bachelor of
Science Architecture Degree from the University of NSW.

(Appointed 1 July 2014; present term expires 30 June 2017)
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Mr Ian Breedon
FCA

Ian brings considerable business expertise to his role as Trustee with more than 35 years’ senior
level experience in the accounting and property sectors working with a range of leading
Australian and international corporations, most recently retired from Deloitte, where he was a
Senior Partner and National Leader of Real Estate. Ian was the former Chairman of the Chris
O’Brien Lifehouse and continues to Chair its Finance and Audit Committee. Ian is on the Board
of the Australian World Orchestra and is a Trustee of the Commando Welfare Trust. Ian has
recently accepted invitations to join the boards of Alto Nominees Pty Ltd and Nant Distilling
Company Limited.

(Appointed 26 April 2014; present term expires 25 April 2017)

Ms Diana Eilert
BSc, MCom

Diana is a senior non-executive Director who brings three main skills to boards - extensive
operational experience as a Group Executive/CEO running large businesses, a strength in
strategy and, in recent years, significant work in digital business and models. She is
appointed to the boards of ASX listed companies Veda and Navitas as well Networks NSW,
Queensland Urban Utilities and AMP Life. Previously she was a director of digital businesses
realestate.com.au and ‘onthehouse’. Diana’s significant P&L experience includes running
Suncorp’s entire insurance business and, in her 10 years with Citibank, running the mutual
funds business, the mortgage business and Direct Bank. She developed her strategy and
digital skills as a Principal with AT Kearney, as a Partner with IBM and, recently, as Head of
Strategy & Corporate Development with News Ltd. Diana holds a BSc (Syd) in maths and
chemistry, a MCom (UNSW) in Finance and Marketing and is a member of Chief Executive
Women.

(Appointed 19 June 2013; present term expires 18 June 2016)

Ms Sandra Hook
GAIDC

Sandra is an experienced non-executive director with extensive strategic, marketing and
digital expertise gained over a 25 year professional career as a CEO and group executive.
She is an investor and board advisor to digital businesses focused on disruptive
technologies, and advises companies on strategy, commercialisation and navigating digital
disruption. Sandra has previously managed businesses or divisions for Foxtel, Federal
Publishing Company, Murdoch Magazines, and Fairfax and most recently, as the CEO,
Sandra drove NewsLifeMedia’s (News Ltd) rapid transition from a traditional print operation
to a successful multi-platform and digital business. Sandra currently serves on the board of
the Sydney Harbour Federation Trust and the Sydney Fish Markets. She is chair of the Royal
Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust’s public engagement committee and previously served 9
years on the board of Horticulture Australia Ltd.

(Appointed 7 November 2012; present term expires 6 November 2015)

Dr Robyn McConchie
BSc London MA(Ed) Macquarie
PhD LSU

Robyn McConchie is Head of the Department of Plant and Food Sciences in the Faculty of
Agriculture and Environment. She has been involved in postharvest research and education
for over 30 years working on minimising pesticide use, and more recently food safety.
Robyn has led many international research and capacity building projects in postharvest
across SE Asia, the Pacific and Africa and from 2006-2010 was Director of the University’s
Research Institute for Asia and the Pacific. For the past two years Robyn has been involved
in the Australia Awards teaching postharvest of grains in Africa and is leading a collaborative
project with the Australian horticulture industry, to establish a Fresh Produce Safety Centre
at the University of Sydney, to drive research that will provide food safety solutions for the
fresh food produce industry.

(Appointed 1 October 2013; present term expires 30 September 2016)
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Insurance Coverage and Risk
Management

numbers of people and vehicles in
and around all the other uses of Trust
lands. On such events, extensive
stakeholder consultation is done. NSW
Police, Ambulance and Fire Services
are all participants in consultation and
are often on site as needs dictate.

The Trust continued to use the
Office of Environment and Heritage
(OEH) reporting system for injuries
and risks across the three Gardens.
All incidents were investigated and
any associated maintenance issues
addressed via a work request system.

Reporting incidents

The Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain
Trust insurance coverage with the
NSW Treasury Managed Fund includes
policies for workers compensation,
public liability, motor vehicle, property
and miscellaneous insurance.

The Trust’s Workplace Health and Safety
(WHS) committee conducted regular
workplace inspections and reviewed all
incident and hazard reports. Trust staff
incorporated risk mitigation strategies
into all activities, usually via safe work
method statements and by requiring all
contractors and licensees to address
risk mitigation via key documents such
as contracts and licence agreements.
In the last year business and financial
risks have been thoroughly scrutinised.
These risks range from variations in the
business viability of key lessees and
licensees and other funding sources, to
traffic and parking issues, requiring event
hirers make risk assessments of their
events and make provision for increased
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The Trust is committed to ensuring the
safety of people including employees,
contractors, visitors and tourists,
with a large number of public users
accessing its facilities on a daily basis.
It also incorporates management
of business and reputational risks
in its planning and procedures
under the guidance and objectives
of the Office of Environment and
Heritage risk management policy.
Monthly reports were provided to the
Trust’s Executive and Trust Board,
and appropriate remedial action was
taken on individual incidents, and
patterns of incidents where identified.
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Organisational matters
Organisational structure
as at 30 June 2015

Minister for
Environment and
Heritage The Hon
Mark Speakman SC MP

Office of
Environment and
Heritage Chief Executive
Terry Bailey

Royal Botanic
Gardens and Domain
Trust
Ken Boundy

Executive
Director
Kim Ellis

Director Commercial
Services
Matt McPhee

Director Corporate
Services &
Governance
Margaret Jones

Director Assets and
Facilities Management
George Salouros

Director Strategy
& Projects
Raelene Lockhorst

Director Visitor
Experience
Anthony Dunsford

Director Sport
and Recreation
Ed Sanderson

Director Horticulture
Management
Jimmy Turner

Deputy Executive
Director Science
and Conservation
Dr Brett Summerell

Business
Development

Governance and
Support Services

Park Assets and
Services

Capital Works

Marketing &
Communications

Moore
Park Golf

Horticultural
Estate

Plant
Diversity

Property Portfolio

Finance

Asset Database
(Mainpac)

Master/Compliance
Planning

Community Programs
and Education

Equestrian Centre

Golf Course

Collections

Business
Strategy

Venue Services

Sports Field Hire

Horticultural
Research

Ranger Services

Sports and
recreation analysis

Plant Pathology

Business Systems

Development

Volunteers

PlantBank

With the establishment of the new entity – Botanic Gardens & Centennial Parklands – in 2014-15, a new
operational structure for staff is currently being implemented. This new structure will be developed in a staged
approach over a two year period. The above provides the Executive Level team and provides information on the
responsibilities of each department.
From a day-to-day perspective, the management of the three Gardens and the Domain is led by the Executive
Director who works within the parameters of the Act, reports to the Trustees, and is also responsible to the Chief
Executive Officer of the Office of Environment and Heritage for administrative issues. For certain approvals and
actions, the Executive Director is responsible to the Minister for Environment and Heritage.
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EXECUTIVE TEAM
Botanic Gardens & Centennial Parklands

Kim Ellis

Executive Director

MBA, BA(MIL), GRAD DIP HRM
Kim is responsible for leading the
organisation and ensuring the Royal
Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust
meets its strategic operational,
financial and custodial objectives. He
provides high level advice to the
Trustees and Minister and manages
the important and complex
stakeholder relationships with
community, government and industry.

Dr Brett Summerell

Deputy Executive Director, Science and
Conservation

BScAgr (Hons), PhD

MA (Oxon), FCA
Margaret is responsible for the
management of the organisation’s
financial and business systems,
governance, ministerial liaison, and
administrative services, as well as
overseeing the organisation’s shared
services agreement for corporate
services.

Anthony Dunsford

Matthew McPhee
Director Commercial Services

Jimmy Turner

BBus (Marketing)

BScAgr(Hons) MSc

Anthony is responsible for customer
service, visitor programs, major events,
marketing, media liaison and public
affairs, publications, ranger services,
recreation services, volunteers, visitor
research, visitor safety, education and
interpretation.

Responsible for the management of all
horticultural and operational services
and assets across all sites of the Royal
Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust.

Director Corporate Services & Governance

Responsible for the leadership and
management of Science and
Conservation Programs, including
systematics, ecological and
horticultural research, as well as the
National Herbarium of NSW, library
and laboratories.

Director Visitor Experience
Director Horticulture Management

Margaret Jones

Matt is responsible for overseeing new
commercial products and services,
contracts, licences and tenders, as well
as managing lessee and licensee
relationships.

Senior Executive Service

As a result of recent amendments in the Annual Reports (Statutory Bodies) Regulation 2010 relating to reporting on senior
executives within the organisation, the following table is provided to comply with NSW Public Service Commission disclosure
requirements. It should be noted that the table provides remuneration package data relating to work across the entire Botanic
Gardens & Centennial Parklands entity. As a newly integrated entity, no prior comparative data exists for previous years.

2014-15
Male

Female

Average Remuneration Package

1

6

2

$192,828*

2

-

-

-

3

1

-

$304,203

4

-

-

-

5

-

-

-

6

-

-

-

7

-

-

-

8

-

-

-

Band

* The average remuneration package is calculated on a pro rata basis, noting that seven Band 1 Executives started on 29 September 2014,
one Band 1 Executive started on 5 January 2015, and one Band 1 Executive started on 18 May 2015.
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George Salouros
Director Asset Management

George is responsible for the
maintenance and presentation of the
physical fabric of the Botanic Gardens
& Centennial Parklands’ sites,
including the landscape, buildings,
heritage assets, ponds and below
ground infrastructure.

Raelene Lockhorst

Ed Sanderson

ExecCertSecurityMgt,
GCertDefStud, GDipIntlRlns,
MA(ProfComm)

BSportsBus

Director Strategy and Projects

Director Sport and Recreation

Raelene is responsible for compliance
and master planning, major project
development, corporate strategy,
securing capital funding and delivery of
all capital improvements.

Ed is responsible for sport and
recreation management across
Centennial Parklands, including
bookings, strategic analysis and
forecasting, demand management
strategies, as well as oversight of
Moore Park Golf and the Centennial
Parklands Equestrian Centre.

Staff matters
Code of Conduct

TThe Trust’s Code of Conduct outlines
the expected standards of behaviour and
guides staff on how to deal with ethical
issues that may arise in the course of
their work. Our Code of Conduct is an
important element of maintaining that trust,
respect and recognition and is in alignment
with the Department of Premier and
Cabinet’s revised “Model Code of Conduct
for NSW Public Sector Agencies”.

Policies and Plans for
People

The Office of Environment and Heritage
provides a range of shared services
to its Agencies. This includes human
resources and industrial relations
support for Trust staff who work
under the overarching policies and
plans for people management.
New staff are provided with
comprehensive inductions which
introduce them to these policies.
Ongoing training and regular work and
development plans ensure the policies
are implemented on a day to day basis.
Some policies given particular
emphasis include Work Health and
Safety policies, the Code of Conduct
and the Respectful Workplace Policy

all of which ensure a safe, ethical and
respectful workplace environment.
In addition to the overarching guidance
from the Office of Environment and
Heritage, the Trust also engages in its own
activities to ensure that we meet the needs
of the wider community and promote
departmental values around diversity,
accessibility and non-discrimination.

signage boards in the Domain also
feature multi- lingual messages.

Disability Plans

The Office of Environment and Heritage
has developed a new Disability Action
Plan, and we anticipate implementing
a number of key recommendations
from the plan in 2016.

Our Multicultural Focus

The Trust runs regular Indigenous-themed
public tours and education programs, and
has developed an updated version of the
Cadi Jam Ora walkway interpretation in
The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney which
interprets Indigenous Australian history.
The considerable talents of our volunteer
guides means that we are also able to
cater for German, French and Spanish
visitors on guided walks, and this year
our first Mandarin- and Cantonesespeaking guide completed training at the
Blue Mountains Botanic Garden. Four
guided walks were provided specifically
for Chinese speakers in the last year.
The Trust also provides online visitor
surveys in Mandarin, Japanese,
German and Spanish — representing
our larger non- English-speaking
visitor groups. The majority of the

Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust
Consultants
Thresholds
Consultants equal to or more than $50,000
Master Plan - Cox Architecture Pty Ltd
Total consultancies less than $50,000
- Management services
- Organisation review and implementation
- Fly Fox Management
- Asset maintenance services
TOTAL

Engagements

Cost

1
36

$75,175
$157,737
$55,307
$93,119
$42,940
$424,279
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Workforce Diversity Statistics
Current Selections
Current Selections
Cluster

Reporting Entity

Planning & Environment				

Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust

1. Size of Agency (Headcount)
2013

2014

2015

% Change
2014 to 2015

Headcount at Census Date

326

318

305

-4.09%

Non-casual Headcount at Census Date

298

290

280

-3.45%

2. Workforce Diversity (EEO)
Survey Response Rate (Non-casual Headcount at Census Date)
2013

2014

2015

Non-casual Headcount at Census Date

298

290

280

Non-casual Workforce Diversity(EEO) Survey
Respondents at Census Date

243

237

218

81.54%

81.72%

77.86%

Response Rate

Note: All calculated Workforce Diversity data in Tables 1 and 2 are based on employee status as at nsus Date.		
					

3. W
 orkforce Diversity Actual Staff Numbers
(Non-casual Headcount at Census Date)
2015
Actual
Remuneration Level of
Substantive Position

Estimated

Total Staff Respondents
(Men,Women
& Unspecified)

Men Women

Unspecified Aboriginal
Gender
& Torres
Strait
Islanders

People
from
Racial,
Ethnic,
EthnoReligious
Minority
Groups

People
People People with
whose
with a a Disability
Language Disability
Requiring
First Spoken
Work-related
as a Child
Adjustment
was not
English

$0 - $43,593

21

18

17

4

0

3

2

2

1

1

$43,593 - $57,256

32

26

24

8

0

1

0

3

0

0

$57,256 - $64,008

85

66

46

39

0

1

6

7

5

0

$64,008 - $80,997

66

59

35

31

0

0

5

5

4

0

$80,997 - $104,743

38

28

15

23

0

2

4

4

1

1

$104,743 - $130,929

24

14

13

11

0

0

0

1

0

0

$130,929 > (Non SES)

5

5

4

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

$130,929 > (SES)

9

2

7

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

280

218

161

119

0

7

18

22

11

2

Total

Note 1: Unspecified gender includes unknown, withdrawn, or indeterminate/intersex recorded values.				
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4. W
 orkforce Diversity Actual and Estimated Staff Numbers
(Non-casual Headcount at Census Date)
2015
Actual
Remuneration Level of
Substantive Position

Estimated

Total Staff Respondents
(Men,Women
& Unspecified)

Men Women

Unspecified Aboriginal
Gender
& Torres
Strait
Islanders

People
from
Racial,
Ethnic,
EthnoReligious
Minority
Groups

People
People People with
whose
with a a Disability
Language Disability
Requiring
First Spoken
Work-related
as a Child
Adjustment
was not
English

$0 - $43,593

21

18

17

4

0

3.5

2.3

2.3

1.2

1.2

$43,593 - $57,256

32

26

24

8

0

1.2

0.0

3.7

0.0

0.0

$57,256 - $64,008

85

66

46

39

0

1.3

7.7

9.0

6.4

0.0

$64,008 - $80,997

66

59

35

31

0

0.0

5.6

5.6

4.5

0.0

$80,997 - $104,743

38

28

15

23

0

2.7

5.4

5.4

1.4

1.4

$104,743 - $130,929

24

14

13

11

0

0.0

0.0

1.7

0.0

0.0

5

5

4

1

0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

$130,929 > (Non SES)
$130,929 > (SES)
Total

9

2

7

2

0

280

218

161

119

0

“Note 1: Estimated figures are calculated on the basis of the number of employees that have responded “”yes”” to the Workforce Diversity
category as a proportion of the total number of employees who have responded to the Workforce Diversity (EEO) survey, multiplied by
the total amount of employees in the salary band i.e. Estimated People with a Disability from salary band 1 = (Actual number of People
with a Disability in salary band 1/Total number of respondents from salary band 1)* Total number of Staff in salary band 1.
Note 2: Estimated figures are only calculated for those agencies with a response rate of greater than 65%. For those agencies with
response rates less than 65%, actual figures are used to calculate the representation and distribution of these groups.
Note 3: Respondents are classified as employees who have provided an answer for any of the Workforce Diversity questions,
whether they have chosen to withdraw their response or not i.e. all employees who do not have “missing” as their response.
Note 4: Separated employees are excluded in the above table.
Note 5: Unspecified gender includes unknown, withdrawn, or indeterminate/intersex recorded values.”		
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Workforce Diversity Statistics
4a. W
 orkforce Diversity Actual and Estimated Staff Numbers
(Non-casual Headcount at Census Date) as Percentage
2015
Actual
Remuneration Level of
Substantive Position

Total Staff Respondents
(Men,Women
& Unspecified)

$0 - $43,593

21

Estimated
Men Women

85.7% 81.0% 19.0%

Unspecified Aboriginal
Gender
& Torres
Strait
Islanders

0.0%

16.7%

People
from
Racial,
Ethnic,
EthnoReligious
Minority
Groups

11.1%

People
People People with
whose
with a a Disability
Language Disability
Requiring
First Spoken
Work-related
as a Child
Adjustment
was not
English

11.1%

5.6%

5.6%

$43,593 - $57,256

32

81.3% 75.0% 25.0%

0.0%

3.8%

0.0%

11.5%

0.0%

0.0%

$57,256 - $64,008

85

77.6% 54.1% 45.9%

0.0%

1.5%

9.1%

10.6%

7.6%

0.0%

$64,008 - $80,997

66

89.4% 53.0% 47.0%

0.0%

0.0%

8.5%

8.5%

6.8%

0.0%

$80,997 - $104,743

38

73.7% 39.5% 60.5%

0.0%

7.1%

14.3%

14.3%

3.6%

3.6%

$104,743 - $130,929

24

58.3% 54.2% 45.8%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

7.1%

0.0%

0.0%

$130,929 > (Non SES)

5

100.0% 80.0% 20.0%

0.0%

0.0%

20.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

$130,929 > (SES)

9

22.2% 77.8% 22.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

280

77.9% 57.5% 42.5%

0.0%

Total

“Note 1: Estimated percentages are calculated in a similar manner to the estimated figures in table 4, only they are expressed as a percentage
i.e. Estimated Percentage of People with a Disability from salary band 1 = (Actual number of People with a Disability from salary band 1/Total
number of respondents from salary band 1).
Note 2: Estimated figures are only calculated for those agencies with a response rate of greater than 65%. For those agencies with response
rates less than 65%, actual figures are used to calculate the representation and distribution of these groups.
Note 3: Unspecified gender includes unknown, withdrawn, or indeterminate/intersex recorded values.”					
														
			

5 Parliamentary Annual Report Tables
5a. Trends in the Representation of Workforce Diversity Groups
Workforce Diversity Group
Women
Aboriginal People and Torres Strait Islanders
People whose First Language Spoken
as a Child was not English
People with a Disability
People with a Disability Requiring
Work-Related Adjustment
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Benchmark/
Target

2013

2014

2015

50%

43.6%

43.4%

42.5%

2.6%

3.3%

3.3%

3.1%

19.0%

6.3%

7.5%

9.9%

N/A

5.4%

5.1%

4.8%

1.5%

1.2%

1.2%

0.9%

Appendices

5b. Trends in the Distribution of Workforce Diversity Groups
Workforce Diversity Group

Benchmark/
Target

2013

2014

2015

Women

100

109

110

109

Aboriginal People and Torres Strait Islanders

100

N/A

N/A

N/A

People whose First Language Spoken
as a Child was not English

100

N/A

96

93

People with a Disability

100

N/A

N/A

N/A

People with a Disability Requiring
Work-Related Adjustment

100

N/A

N/A

N/A

“Note 1: A Distribution Index of 100 indicates that the centre of the distribution of the Workforce Diversity group across salary levels is equivalent
to that of other staff. Values less than 100 mean that the Workforce Diversity group tends to be more concentrated at lower salary levels than is
the case for other staff. The more pronounced this tendency is, the lower the index will be. In some cases the index may be more than 100,
indicating that the Workforce Diversity group is less concentrated at lower salary levels.
Note 2: The Distribution Index is not calculated where Workforce Diversity group or non-Workforce Diversity group numbers are less than 20.”		
							

6. Representation of Workforce Diversity Groups - Graphs
Workforce Diversity Group
Women

60%

Benchmark/
Target

2013

2014

2015

50%

43.6%

43.4%

42.5%

Trends in EEO Group
Women
Benchmack/Target

2013

2014

2015

40%
20%
0%
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Workforce Diversity Statistics
Workforce Diversity Group
Aboriginal People and Torres Strait Islanders

Benchmark/
Target

2013

2014

2015

2.6%

3.3%

3.3%

3.1%

Trends in EEO Group
Aboriginal People and Torres Strait Islanders
3.5%
3%
2.5%

2013

2014

2015

Benchmack/Target

2%
1.5%
1%
0.5%
0%

Workforce Diversity Group
People whose First Language Spoken
as a Child was not English

Benchmark/
Target

2013

2014

2015

19.0%

6.3%

7.5%

9.9%

Trends in EEO Group
People whose First Language Spoken as a Child was not English
30%
25%
20%

Benchmack/Target

15%
10%
5%
0%
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2013

2014

2015
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Workforce Diversity Group

Benchmark/
Target

2013

2014

2015

N/A

5.4%

5.1%

4.8%

People with a Disability

Trends in EEO Group
People with a Disability
20%
15%
10%

2013

5%

2014

2015

0%

Workforce Diversity Group
People with a Disability Requiring
Work-Related Adjustment

Benchmark/
Target

2013

2014

2015

1.5%

1.2%

1.2%

0.9%

Trends in EEO Group
People with a Disability Requiring Work-Related Adjustment
4%
2%

Benchmack/Target
2013

2014

2015

0%
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Workplace Health and Safety
While the Trust is not required to report on Workplace Health and Safety (WHS) in this financial year, we did maintain an
active WHS Committee which met regularly to proactively identify and discuss risks and reports
Training was provided to members of the Workplace Health and Safety (WHS) committee in line with the continued
commitment of the Trust to comply with all safety and WorkCover workplace requirements. Training was also provided to
other staff members to assist, and promote awareness and technical expertise in implementing, the Trust safety
management system. The WHS Committee is consulting at present to promote health and well being in the workplace..

Digital Information Security
Policy Attestation
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GOVERNMENT INFORMATION
(PUBLIC ACESS) AND STATEMENT
OF AFFAIRS
The Government Information (Public
Access) Act 2009 (NSW) (GIPA Act)
focuses on making government
information more readily available. In
accordance with our obligations under
the Act, the annual report includes
information on the release of
information and the total number of
valid access applications received by
the Trust.

Structure and functions
The primary responsibility of the Trust
is to ensure the sustainable
management of botanic gardens,
urban parklands and science facilities
on behalf of the people of NSW. Our
Strategic Plan 2015-2020, and
associated key result areas, have been
developed to help meet these
objectives.

Effect of functions on members
of the public
We have a direct effect on the public
by encouraging the use and enjoyment
of these public spaces.

Public participation in policy
development
The public can participate in policy
development through regular public
consultation opportunities, through
formal channels such as the Science
Committee, the Friends & Foundation
and at any of our on-site visitor
information service booths or visitor
centres.

Accessing and amending Trust
documents
Policy documents, annual reports and
brochures may be obtained by
contacting the Trust.
Applications for access to these
documents under GIPA should be
accompanied by a $30 application fee
and sent to:
GIPA Officer
Royal Botanic Gardens
Mrs Macquaries Road
Sydney NSW 2000
Applications to amend documents
relating to an individual’s personal
affairs may also be made to this
address. Arrangements can be made
to obtain copies of documents or to
inspect them by contacting the GIPA
and Privacy Officer (02) 9231 8111 or
emailing:
feedback@rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au

Applications under the
Government Information (Public
Access) Act 2009
During the reporting period, our
agency received a number of formal
access applications (including
withdrawn applications and invalid
applications) - data on these is found
overpage.

Details of internal review results
No internal reviews were undertaken in
2014-15.

Categories of documents held by
the Trust

Details of applications that were
denied

The categories of documents held
include:

During the reporting period, our
agency did not refuse any access
applications because the information
requested was information referred to
in Schedule 1 to the GIPA Act.

• policy documents and
correspondence, including
memoranda and circulars
• policy and planning documents
which assist the Trust.

Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust Annual Report 2014-15
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Statistical information about access applications – Clause 7(d) and Schedule 2
Table A: Number of applications by type of applicant and outcome*

Access Access
granted granted
in full
in part

Refuse to
confirm/
Access
Information Refuse to deny whether
refused Information
already
deal with
information Application
in full
not held
available application
is held withdrawn

Media

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Members of
Parliament

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Private sector
business

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Not for profit
organisations or
community groups

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Members of
the public
(application by
legal
representative)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Members of the
public (other)

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

*More than one decision can be made in respect of a particular access application. If so, a recording
must be made in relation to each such decision. This also applies to Table B.

Table B: Number of applications by type of application and outcome

Access Access
granted granted
in full
in part

Refuse to
confirm/
Access
Information Refuse to deny whether
refused Information
already
deal with
information Application
in full
not held
available application
is held withdrawn

Personal
information
applications*

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Access
applications (other
than personal
information
applications)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Access
applications that
are partly personal
information
applications and
partly other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

*A personal information application is an access application for personal information (as defined in clause
4 of Schedule 4 to the Act) about the applicant (the applicant being an individual).
PLEASE NOTE: The total number of decisions in Table B should be the same as Table A.
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Table C: Invalid applications
Reason for invalidity

No of applications

Application does not comply with formal requirements (section 41 of the Act)

0

Application is for excluded information of the agency (section 43 of the Act)

0

Application contravenes restraint order (section 110 of the Act)

0

Total number of invalid applications received

0

Invalid applications that subsequently became valid applications

1

Table D: Conclusive presumption of overriding public interest against disclosure:
matters listed in Schedule 1 to Act
Number of times consideration used*
Overriding secrecy laws

0

Cabinet information

0

Executive Council information

0

Contempt

0

Legal professional privilege

0

Excluded information

0

Documents affecting law enforcement and public safety

0

Transport safety

0

Adoption

0

Care and protection of children

0

Ministerial code of conduct

0

Aboriginal and environmental heritage

0

*More than one public interest consideration may apply in relation to a particular access application and, if so, each
such consideration is to be recorded (but only once per application). This also applies in relation to Table E.

Table E: Other public interest considerations against disclosure: matters listed in table to section 14 of Act
Number of occasions when
application not successful
Responsible and effective government

0

Law enforcement and security

0

Individual rights, judicial processes and natural justice

2

Business interests of agencies and other persons

0

Environment, culture, economy and general matters

0

Secrecy provisions

0

Exempt documents under interstate
Freedom of Information legislation

0

Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust Annual Report 2014-15
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Table F: Timeliness
Number of occasions when
application not successful
Decided within the statutory timeframe (20 days plus any extensions)

4

Decided after 35 days (by agreement with applicant)

0

Not decided within time (deemed refusal)

0

Total

4

Table G: Number of applications reviewed under Part 5 of the Act (by type of review and outcome)
Decision varied

Decision upheld

Total

Internal review

0

0

0

Review by Information Commissioner*

1

0

1

Internal review following
recommendation
under section 93 of Act

1

0

1

Review by ADT

0

0

0

Total

2

0

2

One application was initially decided as invalid, as it lacked enough information to identify the records. The Information Commissioner recommended
that a new decision be made (under section 93 of the GIPA Act). A decision was made to release in full, after applicant provided additional information.

Table H: Applications for review under Part 5 of the Act (by type of applicant)
Number of applications for review
Applications by access applicants

1

Applications by persons to whom information the subject
of access application relates (see section 54 of the Act)

0

Reviews and Appeals

(a) a statement of the action taken
by the Department in complying
with the requirements of the
Privacy and Personal Information
Protection Act 1998, and

Privacy Management Plan
– Royal Botanic Gardens
and Domain Trust

(b) statistical details of any review
conducted by or on behalf of the
Department under Part 5 of the
Privacy and Personal Information
Protection Act 1998”.

There were no reviews or
appeals conducted by either
the NSW Ombudsman or the
Administrative Decisions Tribunal.

Clause 6 of the Annual Reports
(Departments) Regulation 2010
requires a statement of the action
taken by Royal Botanic Gardens
and Domain Trust in complying
with the requirements of the
Privacy and Personal Information
Protection Act 1998 (the PPIP Act),
and statistical details of any review
conducted by or on behalf of the
Trust under Part 5 of that Act.
Under clause 6 of the Annual
Reports (Departments) Regulation
2010, “there must be shown in the
annual report of a Department:
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We work to ensure the privacy of
staff and clients is protected. The
Privacy Management Plan, which
details the privacy principles the
Trust follows when dealing with
personal information is published
and can be found on its website:
www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au
During 2014-15, no applications
for access to personal information
was received under the Privacy and
Personal Information Protection

Act 1998 (PPIP Act). Similarly there
were no complaints or applications
for internal review received under
the PPIP Act. No complaints
were received under the Health
Records and Information Privacy
Act 2002 during this period.

Grants to
Non-Grovernment
Organisation
There were no grants to nongovernment organisations
during 2014-15.

Contracting and
Market testing

The Trust engaged a new operator
for the Palace Gate Kiosk through a
competitive market tender process,
and also conducted a tender
for the maintenance and supply
agreement for parking meters.
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ACCESS DIRECTORY
Trust Head Office & The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney
Mrs Macquaries Road, Sydney 2000
Ph. (02) 9231 8111 Fax (02) 9251 4403
• Garden offices and reception
8.30 am – 5 pm Monday to Friday
• Botanical information service
(02) 9231 8154
• Plant pathology diagnostic service
(02) 9231 8186
The Australian Botanic Garden Mount Annan
Mount Annan Road, Mount Annan 2567
Ph (02) 4634 7900 Fax (02) 4634 7950
• Open all year round 10 am – 5 pm except Christmas Day
• Visitor Centre open 10 am – 4:30 pm
• Free guided tours most days, leaving from the Visitor Centre
The Blue Mountains Botanic Garden Mount Tomah
Bells Line of Rd, Mount Tomah, NSW 2758
Ph (02) 4567 3000 Fax (02) 4567 2037
• Open all year round except Christmas Day
9 am – 5.30 pm Monday to Friday
9.30 am – 5.30 pm Saturday, Sunday & public holidays
• Visitor Centre open:
9.00 am – 5.00 pm Monday to Friday
9.30 am – 5.00 pm Saturday, Sunday & public holidays
Tours: self-guided and guided tours including volunteer guided tours, Garden Shuttle
Tour and audio tours
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Our thanks
We greatly appreciate the support of our
past and present donors, including
generous commitments by those who
have made a bequest provision in the
future.
We extend our sincerest thanks to the
Foundation & Friends for their
unwavering commitment and recognise
the support, both financial and in-kind,
provided by our many corporate
partners and members of our Corporate
Club.

Major Donors
Ruth Armytage AM, Estate of Clive
and Lorna Backhouse, Roslyn Baker,
Beswick Family Fund, Greg Bell and
Myra Bell, Tom Breen and Rachael
Kohn, Eden Foundation, James O
Fairfax AC, John B Fairfax AO, Tim
Fairfax AC, Neville Grace, David
Groves and Kathryn Groves, Douglas
Jackson and Tim Jackson, Susan
Maple-Brown AM and the late Robert
Maple-Brown AO, Jamoca
Foundation, Tony Maxwell and Robyn
Godlee, Neilson Foundation, Gretel L
Packer, Roslyn Packer AO, Dr Jan
Roberts and Prof Ken Roberts AM,
Alex Robertson and Dorothy
Robertson, Estate of Cliffina Thersey
Rathbone, Hermon Slade Orchid
Fund, Estate of Josephine Swane,
Tieck Family, Sally White OAM, Mary
Whitton, Colin Wilson, Anonymous (3)

Donors
Family of LCDR (Ret’d) and Mrs. David
Joseph Angus, Robert Arnott and
Simone Arnott, Clive Austin AM and
Patricia Austin, Prof. Carrick
Chambers AM and Margaret
Chambers, Clayton Family, Robert
Constable and Janet Constable,
Jennifer Crivelli, Peter Curry and
Penny Curry, Dr Ian Daly and Diana
Daly, Prof. Noel Dan AM and Adrienne
Dan, Elizabeth Davis OAM, Dr Gillian
Davies, Sir Roderick and Gillian, Lady
Deane; Raoul de Ferranti and Dr
Merrilyn Sleigh, Julie Drew, Richard
England and Harriet England, The Hon
Justice Peter Richard Garling RFD and
Jane Garling, Sue Gazal, Kelvin
Geddes and Anne Geddes, Greatorex
Foundation, Georgina Grubb, Dr
Catherine Guy, Dr Alistair Hay, His
Honour Judge Stephen S Hanley SC,
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David Healey, Dr F Max Hooper and
Tess Hooper, Lewis Family, Liv-Better
Foundation, the late Nina Loder, Jenny
Lourey, Mrs J Ludowici, Judith
MacIntyre, the late Cyril and Margaret
Maloney, Pauline Markwell and Dr
Shann Turnbull, Ian McLachlan and
the late Helen McLachlan, Mundango
Abroad, Bill Nelson and Sarah Nelson,
Geoffrey O’Conor and Rachel
O’Conor, Playoust Family Foundation,
Mark Sampson, Reginald Seally, Sam
Sheffer and Helen Sheffer, Siemon
Family, Alice Simpson and Robbie
Feyder, Prue Socha, Maxine Stewart,
Ron Stewart and Lois Stewart
Bequest, Prof. Colin Sullivan AO and
Janette Sullivan, Dr Ron Thomson, Dr
Peter Valder OAM, Edward Vellacott
and Morna Vellacott, Patricia Wason,
Jill Wran AM, Anonymous (4).

Charitable and Government
Grants
Arcadia
Australia Biological Resources Study
(ABRS)
Australian Coal Research Limited
(ACARP)
Australian Flora Foundation
Australia Research Council –
Discovery Project
Australian Seed Bank Partnership/
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew –
Millennium Seed Bank
Balnaves Foundation
Family and Community Services NSW
The Fenner School of Environment
and Society
Hermon Slade Foundation
Horticulture Australia Limited
NSW Adaptation Research Hub (OEH)
– Biodiversity Node (Macquarie
University)
NSW Environmental Trust
NSW Office of Environmental and
Heritage – Newcastle
NSW Public Works
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS)
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew –
Millennium Seed Bank
Vincent Fairfax Family Foundation

Principal Partner
HSBC Bank Australia

Major Partners
AGL
South 32
Bloomberg LP
Corrs Chambers Westgarth
Landcom
TransGrid

Partners
Alpine Nurseries
Eden Gardens
Interlink Roads
Neutrog
Northcote Pottery
Oasis Horticulture
Oceanic Bio
Pillingers Hiring Service
Proteaflora
The Walt Disney Company (Australia)
Treloar Roses
Tyrrell’s Wines
Yates

Corporate Club
AMP Capital
Andrew (Boy) Charlton Pool
Be Challenged
Corrs Chambers Westgarth
KPMG
People & Culture Strategies
Pitchi
Printzone
Trippas White Group
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ISSN:

1035-0969

Availability
www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au
Royal Botanic Gardens Office

Production notes
This Annual Report is printed on Precision paper. Australian Paper sources fibrous raw materials for the manufacturer of Precision
from suppliers who practice sustainable management of forests in line with strict international standards. All suppliers operate inder
ISO 14001or FSC certified environmental systems.
Water: All water usage and waste water emissions are tracked, quantified and are well under stringent Department of Primary
Industries Water and Environment (DPIWE) regulations. The mill uses less than their allowance of water. There is continuous
monitoring in conjunction with environmental regulators, to ensure ecosystem protection.
Air: Emissions are well under stringent Department of Primary Industries Water and Environment (DPIWE) regulations.
Solid waste land filled: The primary form of solid waste is clarifier sludge. This material is a non-hazardous cellulose material.
This waste is being used as a medium for compost/revegetation material. Ongoing research is being undertaken on its suitability
as a boiler fuel and or as rehabilitation cover. Each year, the mill uses more than 70,000 tonnes of waste paper that would
otherwise go to landfill.
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